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Metro station’s north portal BH approves mixed-use ordinance
planned for Beverly Drive
n Despite Mirisch’s

n BH council also approves work during holidays

BY LAURA COLEMAN
The Beverly Hills City Council
unanimously voted to have Beverly
Drive become the location of the
Wilshire/Rodeo Metro Purple Line
subway station’s north portal at its
formal meeting on Nov. 10. The
north portal will be essential, according to the city’s staff report, for
allowing subway users direct access
to the Business Triangle on the north

side of Wilshire Boulevard.
A draft environmental impact
report had proposed three viable
options for a second entrance to the
station in addition to one on the
south side of Wilshire Boulevard at
Reeves Drive, which the council
first discussed at its formal meeting
on Sept. 22. The Beverly Drive location was the westernmost alternative
See Portal page 22
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The City Council voted to select Beverly Drive as the location for the
north portal of the Wilshire/Rodeo subway station.

objections, council
gives OK

BY CAMERON KISZLA
After multiple meetings and
months of discussions and debate,
the Beverly Hills City Council
officially approved a mixed-use
overlay zone on Nov. 10.
City Council discussion of the
topic had spanned the Oct. 13 and
27 meetings without a resolution,
but now with the ordinance
approved, mixed-use projects will
be allowed on portions of Wilshire
Boulevard,
La
Cienega
Boulevard, Robertson Boulevard,
Olympic Boulevard, South
Doheny Drive, San Vicente
Boulevard, South Santa Monica
Boulevard and South Beverly
Drive with only Planning
Commission approval instead of a
full City Council vote. Appeals of
mixed-use projects will still be
heard by the City Council.
The one dissenter in the 4-1
vote was Councilman John
Mirisch, who raised multiple
issues with the ordinance. Mirisch
expressed support for land-value
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Mixed-use projects are now allowed on all four corners of Wilshire
and La Cienega boulevards.

recapture, as he claimed that the
ability to build mixed-use projects
without City Council approval
would make properties more valuable and the city should be compensated through the inclusion of
open space, public parking and
other perks in mixed-use projects.
“Not engaging in land-value
recapture … it’s a form of corporate welfare and it’s a developer
giveaway,” Mirisch said.

Mirisch also referred to a letter
from Santa Monica-based attorney Frank Angel, who wrote to the
City Council on behalf of his
clients, the Save Beverly Hills
Committee and Beverly Hills resident Darian Bojeaux, a vocal
opponent of the mixed-use ordinance.
“The ordinance allows more

n Councilwoman-elect

had a significant lead over Ryu and
by last Friday, the outcome was
clear. Ryu acknowledged the election results on Nov. 6 and wished
the challenger success. Raman,
who will be the first woman to represent the district, said she has
since spoken with Ryu and he has
offered his support.
Raman and newly elected 10th
District Councilman Mark

See Ordinance page 21

New West Hollywood council members set priorities Raman prepares to hit the
Shyne and Erickson
ground
running
in
L.A.
seek progress on
affordable housing,
n

transit, homelessness

BY CAMERON KISZLA
As of Nov. 11, unofficial election
results show challengers Sepi
Shyne and John Erickson unseating
incumbents John Heilman and John
Duran. If the results hold, Shyne
and Erickson will take office in
December, and both acknowledge
that their top priorities will be related to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.
“That goes into every issue,
keeping people safe in their homes,
getting our business community
back on track [and] making sure
people are staying safe, public
health-wise,” Erickson said.
“Big picture, the most important
thing we need to focus on is economic recovery because of the pandemic [and] making sure people
stay housed. Seventy-one percent
of our city are renters, so we need to
make sure they continue having the
services that they need and perhaps
expanded services to keep them
housed and stronger protections,”
Shyne said.

Both council members-elect said
they support the City Council’s
plans to offer rental assistance, as
state law now requires tenants pay
25% of their rent to keep the eviction moratorium in place.
“We need to engage our community and see where people are,”
Shyne said. “I see [that] people still
desperately need help.”
Shyne also noted that the failure
of Proposition 21, which would
have given cities the ability to enact
local rent control, will likely hamper West Hollywood’s long-term
efforts to keep rents affordable.
“The fact that Prop. 21 didn’t
pass is really a shame, and we have
to work harder to protect our
renters,” she said.
In an effort to create more affordable housing, Shyne said the city
should address the “housing affordability crisis” by “doing what we
can creatively to make sure we have
more affordable housing for all.”
“One thing we need to do is look
at our inclusionary housing policy
and look at where we can shift
some of the numbers to create more
affordable housing,” she said.
Erickson believes the city needs
“to continue these programs that are
helping people get the rental relief
that they need,” though he noted

that given the recent election and
rising number of COVID-19 infections, decisions could be made at
the state or national level that would
preempt the city’s efforts.
“Depending on what happens
with the fall and winter, are we
looking at another shutdown? We
finally have a president who is
going to hopefully get this pandemic under control. Are we looking at
a nationwide mask mandate, a
nationwide shutdown like we see in
Britain and France? Who knows
what that would also mean for
emergency actions that the state
would take at the statewide level,
would [Gov.] Gavin Newsom issue
a new shutdown, and if so, does
[the 25% rent payment requirement] pause?” Erickson said.
In the meantime, Erickson also
expressed support for the creation
of more affordable housing in the
city. He added that he’d like to see
the City Council drop efforts to
fight the Regional Housing Needs
Assessment from the Southern
California
Association
of
Governments, which would require
West Hollywood to plan for nearly
4,000 new housing units by 2029.
“It is a waste of city resources to
See WeHo page 21

is first woman to
represent 4th District

BY EDWIN FOLVEN
Nithya Raman has taken the
first steps to represent the Los
Angeles City Council’s 4th
District after defeating incumbent David Ryu on Nov. 3.
Early vote totals showed Raman

See Raman page 22
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Councilwoman-elect Nithya Raman, shown at a protest before the
coronavirus pandemic, defeated incumbent Councilman David Ryu.
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Mayor Eric Garcetti was joined by LAFD Chief Ralph Terrazas on May 26
when he announced the opening of the COVID-19 testing site at Dodger
Stadium. Hours at all city testing sites, including Dodger Stadium, were
extended on Tuesday.

Expanded testing offered
in fight against COVID-19
Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti
has announced extended COVID19 testing hours at Dodger Stadium,
keeping the site open from 8 a.m.
until 8 p.m. and increasing the city’s
total testing capacity to 32,400 per
day ahead of the holiday and flu seasons.
Garcetti’s announcement on Nov.
10 came as the city passed the milestone of 2 million COVID-19 tests
conducted since the onset of the
pandemic, and as the country has
experienced a steady rise in cases in
recent weeks.
“Our city will keep ramping up
our testing efforts, because we know
that testing saves lives, but we need
all Angelenos to continue doing
their part to defeat this virus by
wearing masks, avoiding gatherings

and keeping their distance,” Garcetti
said. “COVID-19 is still here and
still deadly, and with partners like
the Dodgers, LAFD, CORE and
Curative, we will stay vigilant in the
face of this pandemic and take every
possible step to protect public health
across Los Angeles.”
As COVID-19 cases increase
locally and nationwide, the city is
experiencing a spike in demand for
testing. Dodger Stadium, the largest
testing site in the nation, will be able
to test up to 13,000 people daily. All
other sites will also offer testing
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Testing is free
and results are provided in as few as
24 hours.
For information or to schedule an
appointment, call 311or visit coronavirus.lacity.org/testing.

Input sought on county Action Plan
The Los Angeles County
Development Authority invites residents and representatives of service agencies to join a virtual community meeting on Saturday, Nov.
14, from 1 to 2 p.m. to provide
input on the county’s 2021-22
Action Plan.
The Action Plan will disperse
approximately $33 million in federal housing and community development funds for projects that
improve community facilities,
streets and sidewalks; provide
childcare programs, services for
senior citizens and individuals
experiencing homelessness; homebuyer assistance and home repair
programs; low-interest business
loans; and graffiti removal.
The meeting will include a presentation of the Action Plan and
grant funding available through the
U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development, as well as a
resident survey. Additionally, the
meeting will focus on fair housing,
homelessness and economic development. Speakers will provide
information about rent payment
and eviction protection services,
the Los Angeles Coordinated Entry
System, COVID-19 relief efforts
and
the
Small
Business
Stabilization Loan Program.
Residents are also encouraged to
take an online survey about the
Action Plan. The survey and comments will help the county determine how best to allocate
resources. The board of supervisors
will use the input in determining
which activities will be funded. For

information, visit
counts.lacda.org.
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In honor of Diwali, the “festival of
lights” that celebrates the beginning
of the Hindu New Year, scholar
Lakshika Senarath Gamage will
explore the origins of the holiday and
its manifestations in contemporary
faith communities
on
Thursday, Nov.
12, from 5 to 6
p.m. She will
also offer her
perspective on
the design, construction and use of the bronze oil
lamps in the collection of the Fowler
Museum at UCLA, which is hosting
the program. Such oil lamps would
have been used in Diwali celebrations
to symbolize the victory of light over
darkness, good over evil and knowledge over ignorance. Viewing is free;
RSVP is required for a link.
fowler.ucla.edu/at-home/november2020.

Conflict in Artsakh

Holocaust Museum Los Angeles,
Jewish World Watch and the
Armenian National Committee of
America-Western Region are holding
“Dialogue with the Diaspora:
Education and Advocacy After
Genocide” on Friday, Nov. 13, at
noon. The online discussion will
focus on the conflict between
Armenia and Azerbaijan. Los
Angeles is home to the second-largest
Jewish community in the United
States and the second-largest
Armenian community in the world.
Suggested donation is $10. holocaustmuseumla.org.

DesignerCon

DesignerCon has become the largest
designer toy and art convention in the
United States
and will be held
virtually this
year
from
Friday, Nov. 13,
through Sunday,
Nov.
15.
Founder Ben
Goretsky is ensuring the convention’s

many traditions are still offered. An
exhibition featuring fan art celebrating the 35th anniversary of “Back to
the Future” will be livestreamed from
Art Share LA. Participants can also
enjoy live illustration battles with a
virtual makeover from Secret Walls.
A VIP program will be held on Nov.
13, from 5 to 9 p.m. Hours are 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m., Nov. 14, and 10 a.m. to 5
p.m., Nov. 15. Tickets start at $10.
designercononline.com.

Celebrating
Kimchi

The Culinary Historians of Southern
California welcomes Korean food
lovers to view “Kimjang Kimchi, a
Korean Tradition,” with Hae Jung Cho,
on Saturday, Nov. 14, at 10:30 a.m., via
Zoom. The host will discuss and
demonstrate the
making of kimchi,
the national food
of Korea. The
average Korean
eats 40 pounds of
kimchi a year, with
several types being
served at each meal. Participants will
learn how to make poggi kimchi, made
during the fall as part of the seasonal
ritual of kimjang. Tickets are free but
reservations are required and close 24
hours in advance. eventbrite.com/e/free-online-culinary-program-kimjangkimchi-a-korean-tradition-tickets125690003183.

LGBTQ ‘Models of
Pride’ conference

Join the Los Angeles LGBT Center for
its 28th annual “Models of Pride” conference for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and questioning youth and
their allies 24 and under livestreamed
on Saturday, Nov. 14, from 10 a.m. to
1 p.m., and Sunday, Nov. 15, from 4 to
6 p.m. Organized by the center’s
Youth Development program, the conference includes more than 25 workshops and presentations culminating
with the Entertainment Hour. This
year’s theme is “Fierce, Fabulous,
Free.” Participation is free. modelsofpride.org.

‘Reclaiming Our
Humanity’

The Inner Theater Group, a company of senior actors, writers and
directors, is holding the Zoom premieres of its video “Reclaiming Our
Humanity” on Saturday, Nov. 14,
and Sunday, Nov. 15, at 1 p.m. Join
members afterwards for a discussion of the video. For a link to the
Zoom meetings, call (310)6141821.

‘The Anonymous
Lover’

The Colburn School has partnered
with LA Opera for the premiere on
Saturday, Nov. 14, at 5 p.m. of “The
Anonymous Lover (L’Amant
Anonyme),” a 1780 opera by
Joseph Bologne, Chevalier de
Saint-Georges (1745-99), who is
widely regarded as the first Black
classical composer. Conducted by
LA Opera Music Director James
Conlon and directed by Bruce
Lemon, Jr., in a socially distanced
stage setting, the performance will
be streamed online as the inaugural
presentation of LA Opera’s On
Now initiative. Viewing is free.
laopera.org/lover.

Greater Miracle
Mile Chamber

Join the Greater Miracle Mile
Chamber of Commerce for its
November virtual lunch meeting on
Thursday, Nov.
19, from 11:30
a.m. to 1 p.m., via
Zoom.
Ned
Racine,
Scott
Donohue
and
Mindy Lake, of
Metro, will provide an update on the Purple Line
Extension subway project, followed
by a Q & A session. The event will
also include a discussion among
chamber members and a raffle.
RSVP required by Nov. 18.
(323)964-5454, or email info@miraclemilechamber.org.
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WeHo State of the City examines ‘The Big Shift’
n Impact of coronavirus

front and center in
virtual event

BY CAMERON KISZLA
At the 2020 West Hollywood
State of the City event, held virtually on Nov. 10, city officials, economic experts and business people
illustrated the struggles the city will
have to overcome due to the coronavirus pandemic while also highlighting the strength and resiliency
of the West Hollywood economy.
The theme of the event, “The Big
Shift,” was indicative of the belief
held by many of the speakers that,
in the short and long term, changes
will be necessary.
“We’re cautiously optimistic. We
think business will slowly return.
There’s great news about a vaccine
… but I think 2021 will be a challenging year, for the first few months
at least,” said Tim Kiely, president
and CEO of the West Hollywood
Travel + Tourism Board.
One of the biggest hurdles for the
city has been the pandemic’s impact
on tourism and the hotel industry,
City Manager Paul Arevalo said.
“We’re down about $24 million
primarily because of the reduction
to hotel tax, to sales tax, and that’s a
big chunk of our budget … Hotel
rates remain strong. Occupancy is
the challenge, getting heads in beds
in our city,” Arevalo said.
Arevalo was optimistic about
some of the development projects
coming to the city, including
Pendry West Hollywood, a complex of 149 hotel rooms, 40 resi-

dences, a restaurant, a bowling
alley, a live entertainment venue
and more. The complex is expected
to open in January, and the building’s signature digital billboards are
already operating on the Sunset
Strip.
“The Pendry hotel looks spectacular. The digital signs are amazing,
the architecture is fantastic,”
Arevalo said.
Some of the city’s budget shortfall will be offset by Measure E, a
0.75% sales tax increase that was
approved by 73% of West
Hollywood voters, Arevalo said.
“The community recognizes that
these are challenging times and
they’re willing to fund resources and
provide community support to the
city of West Hollywood. This is going
to generate somewhere between $9
and $11 million,” he said.
Arevalo noted, however, that more
help will be needed. With Presidentelect Joe Biden and Vice Presidentelect Kamala Harris taking office in
January, that aid is more likely to
come than it would have been under
President Donald Trump’s administration, Arevalo said.
“The national government needs
to provide relief to states, counties
and especially cities … Cities,
counties and states, we can’t print
money. The federal government
can. At some point, they’re going to
need to provide lifelines,” Arevalo
said.
Mayor Lindsey Horvath was also
optimistic about the results of the
recent election, highlighting progressive gains at the national and
local levels, and especially those by
women, with Harris serving as the

first female vice president, the Los
Angeles County Board of
Supervisors becoming an all-female
board and the West Hollywood City
Council becoming female-majority
with the election of Sepi Shyne.
“I’m looking forward to seeing us
all work together for the benefit of
our community … I’m really excited to get to work,” Horvath said.
Horvath highlighted some of the
changes coming to the Sunset Strip
beyond the Pendry project, including the plan to make the Sunset
Strip more walkable and add even
more creative billboards. She also
praised the city’s Outdoor Use
Temporary Zones, or OUT Zones,
which she said are likely to remain
in place at least through the end of
next year to allow businesses to
operate outdoors in a safe manner.
“I’m sure we’ll be looking at how
long we can keep these OUT Zones
going to benefit our business community,” Horvath said.
During the panel discussion that
closed the evening, Kiely echoed
Horvath’s support for OUT Zones.
“I think the way that our businesses have moved outdoors … is
something we’re all going to
embrace going forward. It will
make our city more of an outdoor
environment, instead of an indoor
environment,” Kiely said.
Other changes beyond simply
moving outdoors will likely need to
be considered, added Andrea
Batista Schlesinger, partner at
HR&A Advisors. Beyond the racial
and income inequalities that have
become even more apparent during
the pandemic, West Hollywood
faces challenges due to its nature as
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Pendry West Hollywood, a complex of 149 hotel rooms, 40 residences,
restaurant, bowling alley and live entertainment venue, is expected to
open in January.

a transient city, Schlesinger said.
“Younger residents don’t see
themselves aging in place in WeHo.
They want home ownership. They
want affordable housing. They
want communities with more children than dogs,” Schlesinger said.
Frances Anderton, writer, producer and radio host on KCRW, and
Sherri Franklin, founder and CEO
of Urban Design Center, offered
some potential solutions for those
who seek home ownership but likely can’t afford to buy a house,
including housing cooperatives and
designing apartment complexes
with more open space to recreate
some of the benefits that come with
owning a house with a yard.
Franklin pointed out that people
already own portions of vacation
properties, and that concept could
translate to West Hollywood.
“Because West Hollywood is

such a city for tourists and people
who want to visit … I think they can
innovate in that way,” Franklin said.
“The challenge in the Southland
is housing and affordability … if
there’s a way to restructure ownership, that would be such a great
thing to accomplish in the next few
decades,” Anderton added.
As a whole, the panelists also
said that they believe the city leaders should do more to embrace
change during this time, as the pandemic’s struggles make it easier for
momentum to be gained for larger
changes.
“COVID has produced a number
of those spontaneous reactions, so I
guess City Council people have to
be proactively supportive of these
types of initiatives and not find reasons for not doing things. Find reasons for yes, not reasons for no,”
Anderton said.
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Beverly Hills shells out $40M to plug oil wells
n The city managed

the capping of 19
wells at BHHS

By laura Coleman

photo by Cameron Kiszla

Police are searching for a group of men who allegedly attacked
employees of Cafe Istanbul on South Beverly Drive.

BHPD investigates alleged
hate crime at restaurant

By edwin folven

The Beverly Hills Police
Department continues to investigate an alleged hate crime that
occurred on Nov. 4 at the Café
Istanbul at 326 S. Beverly Drive.
A group of eight men ran
inside the restaurant at approximately 8:30 p.m. and confronted
employees, police said. The
restaurant was open but no inperson dining was occurring,
police said. Security cameras
captured video of the suspects as
they turned over chairs and
destroyed property.
The incident is believed to be
related to ongoing conflict
between
Armenia
and
Azerbaijan, a country supported
by Turkey, which Armenians
hold accountable for the 1915
Armenian Genocide by the
Ottoman Empire. On Nov. 10, it
was announced that a peace
treaty had been reached in the
conflict; however, many media
reports indicated Armenians
were unhappy with the outcome.
The incident at the restaurant
occurred six days before the
treaty was announced while
armed conflict was ongoing
between
Armenia
and
Azerbaijan.
“I can’t give an opinion on
why it happened, but the facts of
the case are that they did enter the

restaurant and they made statements that were pro-Armenia as
well,” BHPD Lt. Max Subin
said. “We are investigating it as a
hate crime based on statements
made and evidence at the scene.”
The suspects physically
assaulted employees inside the
restaurant and outside in an alley,
police said. The victims sustained minor injuries and refused
medical treatment at the scene.
Subin declined to provide further
details because of the ongoing
investigation.
The BHPD’s High Tech Crime
unit is involved with the investigation, in addition to the
Detectives Bureau. Surveillance
video is being used in an attempt
to identify the suspects.
Beverly Hills Mayor Lester
Friedman denounced the crime.
“The BHPD is investigating
this unacceptable act of hate and
violence,” Friedman said. “There
is no place in our city for this
behavior and we ask members of
the public to please come forward with any information on the
suspects in this case.”
Anyone with information is
urged to call the BHPD at
(310)285-2125. To remain
anonymous, call Crime Stoppers
at
(800)222-8477,
text
BEVHILLSPD followed by the
tip information to 888777, or
visit lacrimestoppers.org.

Just in time for Thanksgiving,
the city of Beverly Hills will finally complete its project management responsibilities to monitor
and plug oil wells on the Beverly
Hills High School campus. The
final oil well of 19 total on Beverly
Hills Unified School District property was secured and capped last
month as part of a $40 million project.
“We’ve done all the major plugging and now we're just doing
quality control touch-ups,” said
Shana Epstein, director of public
works for the city of Beverly Hills.
Epstein said she anticipated that
the project would be complete by
Nov. 24, with just a few “punch
list” items outstanding.
The school district was left in the
position of having to clean up
decades of oil extraction after energy company Venoco Inc., which
siphoned its last barrel of oil from
BHUSD land on Dec. 31, 2016,
filed for bankruptcy in April 2017.
As part of Venoco’s $1.1 million
annual lease with the city and
BHUSD, through which it extracted roughly 300 barrels of crude oil
a day, the energy company was
obliged to have the site cleaned up
by Mar. 31, 2017. However, a
bankruptcy judge ruled that
Venoco had no further responsibility to monitor the site, making it
the responsibility of the school district to monitor and plug the wells.
In 2018, the city took control of
the plugging operation after the
school district acknowledged it
lacked the funding. Epstein said
that the city has continued to
invoice the school district for all
money in excess of the $11 million
the City Council agreed to pay
toward the process. The city had
originally agreed to advance up to
$8 million in costs for site monitoring and plugging, but increased the
amount as the extent of the financial need became clearer.
“They’ve been timely as we’ve
been invoicing them,” Epstein
said. “The city took the lead
because of the immediacy it needed at the time.”
Board of Education President

Board explores making sheriff an appointed position
Acting on a motion by Los
Angeles Supervisors Mark RidleyThomas and Sheila Kuehl, the board
voted 3-2 on Nov. 10 to seek advice
on legislative changes that would
result in the position of sheriff being
appointed rather than elected.
Ridley-Thomas, Kuehl and
Supervisor Hilda Solis voted yes,
while Supervisors Kathryn Barger
and Janice Hahn were opposed.
The board is also inquiring about
ways to remove certain responsibilities from the sheriff to mitigate damage to basic department functions,
and to curtail current Sheriff Alex
Villanueva’s alleged resistance to
transparency and accountability.
“We have managed to inherit the
worst sheriff in recent memory, and
he has set off what is as close to a
constitutional crisis at the local level
that we’ve ever seen,” said RidleyThomas, 2nd District, noting recent
scandals over fatal deputy shootings, secret societies within the

department, the rehiring of previously fired deputies and instability
in the department budget. “It is
painfully obvious that we need
mechanisms to hold the sheriff
accountable and we are willing to
consider executive, legislative and
judicial authority to restore order.”
“The L.A. County sheriff has continuously refused to cooperate with
the Civilian Oversight Commission
and our inspector general, defying
both subpoenas and requests for
information,” added Kuehl, 3rd
District. “He has incurred tens of
millions of dollars in settlement costs
in excessive force litigation, reemployed deputies who were lawfully terminated and aggressively resisted the county’s attempt to balance
the department’s budget, which is
running unprecedented deficits.”
Ridley-Thomas and Kuehl noted
that the board is ultimately responsible for setting policy and supervising
county officers and employees. The

board’s authority to supervise elected
officers like the sheriff, however, is
more limited. The motion noted the
ongoing issues with the sheriff are in
contrast to the city of Los Angeles,
where the chief of police is appointed by the mayor.
Villanueva disputed assertions
made by the board about his refusal
to cooperate and highlighted
accomplishments under his tenure
to increase transparency, including
the implementation of body-worn
cameras and the establishment of an
anti-clique policy for deputies.
“Everything we have been doing is
about fulfilling the promises of why I
took this job and everything is above
the board and subject to inspection,”
Villanueva said in a statement. “If
anyone in the Civilian Oversight
Commission or Office of Inspector
General wants to do their job by all
means do it, and all we ask for is for
a fair and objective process. We don’t
want politics to intrude in it.”
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The final remaining oil well on BHUSD property was capped in October.

Isabel Hacker confirmed that outside of some funds given by
Venoco and the money given by
the city, the school district is paying for the project using money
from Measure BH, the $385 million construction bond Beverly
Hills voters passed in 2018.
“I’m very pleased with the
progress. It was an important piece
of work that needed to be done. It
was proposed to us that it would be
a two-year project, and it looks like
we’re going to be on schedule,”
she said. “With the oversight provided by CALGEM (California
Geologic Energy Management
Division) over the district's
approved plans to address both the
Venoco wells and the [abandoned]
wells, BHUSD has made significant progress and is on its way
towards finalizing these important
projects.”
BHUSD Superintendent Michael
Bregy likewise said he was
“pleased” to be in the final phase.
Hacker said that in addition to

the Venoco wells, two older oil
wells had been discovered and
plugged on the BHHS campus –
Rodeo 107 and Wolfkill 23, with
the process paid for by Metro. To
date, she said that no additional
abandoned oil wells had been identified on BHUSD property. A portion of Metro’s planned Purple Line
extension will run directly below
BHHS.
Now that its partnership with the
city to plug 19 oil wells is scheduled to end, the school district will
pay for all additional remediation
costs using Measure BH funds as it
moves forward on its ongoing construction plans to renovate the high
school.
“Remediation is currently underway, but due to the nature and age
of these wells, and given their
physical interface with the current
MTA project, projecting total costs
and timelines are challenging at this
time,”
BHUSD
Assistant
Superintendent
of
Business
Services Wade Roach said.
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City considers making al fresco program permanent

BY EDWIN FOLVEN

The Los Angeles City Council on
Nov. 4 approved the concept of
making the L.A. Al Fresco outdoor
dining program permanent, but
asked for city departments to prepare a report on the dynamics of
extending the program beyond current public health emergencies and
to report back before a final decision is made.
Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti
launched the L.A. Al Fresco program in May to give restaurants
struggling under public health
orders restricting indoor dining
more options. In many communi-

ties, restaurants have set up temporary dining areas on sidewalks and
in curbside lanes blocked off by Krail barriers. City Councilman
David Ryu, 4th District, recently
sought to build on the program’s
success, introducing a motion calling for it to be permanent.
“Thousands of restaurants across
our city have turned to L.A. Al
Fresco to stay in business,” Ryu
added. “It’s absolutely something
we should make permanent. It’s in
the best interest of our city and our
communities to help our local
restaurants thrive.”
Councilwoman-elect
Nithya
Raman, who will take office on

Notable quotes

“Our long national nightmare is over.”
Gerald R. Ford
1913-2006

On being sworn in as President of the United States
August 9, 1974
(source: “Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations”)

photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

The intersection of Camden Drive and Brighton Way has been
redesigned with new pedestrian-friendly amenities as part of a test
project in Beverly Hills.

City seeks feedback on
intersection enhancements

Earlier this month, the city of
Beverly Hills began installing a
temporary project at the intersection of Camden Drive and
Brighton Way to demonstrate
elements that could make streets
more pedestrian friendly.
The project is funded by a
grant from the Southern
California
Association
of
Governments and is part of a
larger Pedestrian and Bicycle
Awareness and Education
Campaign on the city’s social
media channels and on a new
grant-funded mobility website,
beverlyhills.org/mobility.
Enhancements to the intersection include brightly painted curb
extensions that shorten crossing
distances and make pedestrians
more visible, and planters separating the space from moving
traffic. Later this month, additional delineators to separate the
space, a more visible diagonal

crossing design, bike parking and
public seating will be installed to
complement the city’s OpenBH
program and allow visitors to further support nearby restaurants.
The purpose of the project is to
show the Beverly Hills community potential pedestrian amenities that could be expanded in
other parts of the city. It will be in
place for at least six months.
The city of Beverly Hills
invites community members to
visit the intersection and respond
to a short online survey by visiting beverlyhills.org/mobility.
The website also includes
resources about safely navigating
Beverly Hills.
Feedback from the survey will
help the city determine if the
demonstration project will be
permanent,
modified
or
removed. The City Council will
likely consider the project’s
future next spring or summer.

Dec. 14, said she also supports the
L.A. Al Fresco program.
“I think outdoor dining should
continue not just through the period
of COVID but even after. I think it’s
good for Los Angeles on the
whole,” Raman said. “I’m hoping
that we can make it successful long
term.”
Other city officials also support
the program, including Councilman
Paul Koretz, 5th District. Some of
the restaurants on Melrose Avenue
including the Blu Jam Cafe and
Village Idiot have offered outdoor
dining under the project. Koretz
helped arrange for K-rails to be
placed in front of the restaurants,
his spokeswoman Ali Simard said.
“With COVID and the economy
taking a hard hit, he is so grateful
that this program is available,”
Simard added. “Taking into account
our climate, which affords yearround outdoor dining opportunities,
and that it helps small business, the
program is good.”
While many support L.A. Al
Fresco, some said it has not had a
significant benefit for their community. In Hollywood, few businesses
have been able to take advantage of
the programs, Hollywood Chamber
of Commerce President and CEO
Rana Ghadban said.
She said the streets on which
many restaurants are located are
main thoroughfares and have speed
limits too high for safe outdoor dining. Ghadban added that an increase
in homelessness has also discouraged owners from embracing outdoor dining.
“I think unfortunately, the L.A.

photo by Cameron Kiszla

Blu Jam Cafe on Melrose Avenue offers outdoor dining through the L.A.
Al Fresco program.

Al Fresco program has not really
been utilized by most businesses in
Hollywood and that is due to many
factors,” Ghadban said. “The issue
of homeless encampments has really heightened in Hollywood during
the pandemic. I think that has made
it harder for businesses to take
advantage of the al fresco program
and Hollywood is not really conducive to the outdoor dining solution. It’s unfortunate, but that this is
a reality.”
Raman said that is one of the
many overarching issues that should
be addressed in creating a better
overall approach to solving homelessness, and impacts on the economy is one of the aspects she plans to

consider. Simard added that there
are many other factors under consideration, including funding, logistics and how the program will be
managed in the future. Councilman
Joe Buscaino, 15th District, has proposed possibly placing outdoor dining under the purview of business
improvement districts. Simard
added that the city may consider
whether it makes more sense to
have outdoor dining spaces in areas
where multiple restaurants can take
advantage of the program at the
same time, like the Melrose District.
“As it is a new program, it’s
going to have growing pains,” she
said. “We will have to see what
works throughout the city.”
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WeHo actor finds success after years-long struggle

n Jamal Antar stars in

Amazon Prime Video’s
“French Connection”
BY CAMERON KISZLA
A West Hollywood resident is
seeing years of difficulty and hard
work turn into a fairy tale success
befitting a Hollywood movie.
Jamal Antar was once homeless
in Los Angeles, living out of his car,
but now, he plays the role of the
mob boss Arman in “French
Connection,” due out next month
on Amazon Prime Video.
Antar, 43, hails from the south of
France and initially moved to Los
Angeles in 2014 to work as a tour
guide for French-speaking visitors.
After his employer went bankrupt,
Antar declined to move back across
the Atlantic, instead choosing to
pursue his show business dreams.
“I always had my heart on L.A.
… I went to New York, Miami, all
of that, but I love L.A., and as an
actor, it’s the place to be,” he said.
For nearly three years, Antar said
he lived out of his car and kept a
storage locker for his things.
“When I became homeless,
sleeping in the car, it was a very
hard time. I’d never been homeless
in my entire life. I didn’t know that
in L.A., you can’t sleep in the car
and park on the street,” he said.
Over time and after interactions
with LAPD officers, Antar learned
where he could and could not park

his car for the night, and how to
adjust to the cool winter nights and
hot summer mornings of Southern
California. He also learned acting
from Doug Warhit, who appeared in
films like “Beverly Hills Cop” and
“Look Who’s Talking.” Antar eventually started winning small roles in
big productions like “NCIS: Los
Angeles,” “The Politician” and
“The Mandalorian.”
“I learned a lot [through] these
smaller roles, because every day in
acting, each actor learns something
new. It helped me a lot, but on the
side, I was taking some acting
classes with Doug Warhit, one of
the best coaches to be an actor … I
learned a lot with him. I read all his
books and learned a lot from them
too,” Antar said.
Eventually, Antar connected with
Romane Simon, who cast Antar in
his Amazon Prime Video series
“French Connection.”
“A friend of mine that knows him
was searching about him and I
checked him out. He’s very nice, a
great person to work with. When
I’m looking for a scene on set, I’m
looking for more family than people
to hire, people you can create something magical with, and Jamal, the
ability to work with him and collaborate with him [helped] to create
something wonderful,” Simon said.
Simon added that Antar’s perseverance is part of his appeal.
“One of the things I liked about
him, he never gave up. He came to
L.A. and [having] gone through the

things he has gone through, to be
able to be where he is right now, I
think it’s a testament to a lot of
young, independent creative artists
that want to be in the industry,”
Simon said.
Antar said he has found a niche
playing “the bad guy, Italian Mafia,
French Mafia, I play all that type of
character,” and he’s thrilled to be
receiving more work to continue
pursuing his dream, including the
second season of “French
Connection.”
“It’s not about making money.
It’s about every day, doing what you
love,” he said.

Legendary game show host dies at 80
Alex Trebek, the longtime host of
“Jeopardy!,” died on Nov. 8 at the
age of 80.
Trebek, who has hosted the show
since its revival in 1984, was honored with a star in the category of
television on the Hollywood Walk
of Fame in 1999.
On Twitter, Ken Jennings, the
highest earning champion in the
game show’s history, mourned the
loss of Trebek.
“Alex wasn’t just the best ever at
what he did. He was also a lovely
and deeply decent man, and I’m
grateful for every minute I got to
spend with him,” Jennings said.
Trebek’s star is located at 6501
Hollywood Blvd. For information,
visit walkoffame.com.

Partnership collaborates with artist on mural

The Hollywood Partnership has
teamed up with Arts Bridging the
Gap, officers and children of
Hollywood Police Activities
League and local artist Noah
Humes to design and paint a mural

that celebrates the magic of
Hollywood.
Humes began preliminary work
on the mural before he was joined
by the Hollywood PAL kids, LAPD
officers and community members

photo by April Clemmer

The Hollywood Partnership enlisted the help of volunteers, local nonprofits,
residents and artist Noah Humes to create a mural at 6700 Hollywood Blvd.

photo courtesy of Jamal Antar

Jamal Antar plays the mob boss Arman in the Amazon Prime Video
series “French Connection.”

on Nov. 7.
The mural is being painted on
the roll down shutters of the newsstands on Las Palmas Avenue
directly south of Hollywood
Boulevard. This project was one
of the projects submitted and chosen
for
the
Hollywood
Partnership’s Set the Scene Place
Enhancement
Partnership
Program this year. The Set the
Scene program commits to funding chosen projects that help
enhance the Hollywood community. This Set the Scene grant will
help ABG create the mural,
including artist fees, anti-graffiti
coating and a stipend to all of the
young artists to encourage them to
see arts as a viable career.
“On behalf of the Hollywood
Partnership and its Place
Enhancement Committee, we’re
grateful to Noah, Georgia and Arts
Bridging the Gap for the opportunity to fund this project and promote a sense of pride and community engagement in Hollywood,”
said
Chase
Gordon,
the
Hollywood Partnership Board
member and Place Enhancement
Committee Chair. “As a local
artist, we feel that Noah’s vibrant
work embodies the diverse experiences of the children that learn,
play and grow up here in
Hollywood. There are so many
incredibly talented Black artists in
our community and it’s important
that they’re represented and given
a platform to express their creativity and skill.”
ABG and the Hollywood
Partnership previously worked
together on 32 temporary murals
that adorned the intersection of
Hollywood and Vine this past summer and now are set to make a more
permanent artistic splash just off the
boulevard.
“When you ask our kids to paint
a picture of Hollywood, they create

photo by Cameron Kiszla

an art piece where their apartment,
the Capitol Records buildings and
the stars on the boulevard are all
one, right next to a picture of them
with their families having a picnic –
this is their home. We wanted to
capture that side of Hollywood –
the side that not everyone sees
when they come for the glitz and

the glam but a side that is just as
special and important to our community,” said Georgia Van
Cuylenburg, founder of Arts
Bridging the Gap.
The mural is located at 6700
Hollywood Blvd.
For information, visit hollywoodpartnership.com.
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Donations of Appreciated Stock
Can Unlock Charitable Currency,
Bring Fulfillment
BY STEVE GAMER

A few years ago, the Jewish Community Foundation of Los Angeles
(The Foundation) ran an advertisement with an attention-grabbing
headline: To open a charitable fund
there, a person didn’t need to be a
millionaire just a mensch – Yiddish
for a good person of integrity and
honor.
As vice president of advancement
at The Foundation, it is my privilege
to work on a daily basis with many of
our donors – both people with wealth
and of comparatively ordinary means
– and I can tell you with absolute certainty that being a millionaire and a
mensch are not mutually exclusive
propositions. What unites the charitable-minded is a commitment to giving back and of making the world a
better place – the precept of tikkun
olam – while ingraining philanthropy
within their guiding principles.
For hundreds of our donors, their
instruments of choice are donor-advised funds (DAFs) – essentially a
charitable-giving account – established
at and administrated by The Foundation. DAFs are among the most popular, fastest-growing philanthropic vehicles in the United States – and for
good reason. DAFs allow donors to:
contribute to funds that they establish,
recognize a fair-market-value (FMV)
tax deduction on their donations (presuming you itemize and not take the
standard deduction), and then enjoy
the flexibility of recommending grants
to a virtual limitless range of nonprofits
on their own timetable – immediately
or in the future. For a comparatively

small annual administrative fee, DAFs
afford many benefits of a private
foundation: Donors are free to experience the joys of charitable giving
and focus on their philanthropic passions, while leaving all the administrative and investment management
entirely to The Foundation.

Unlocking Charitable
Currency
The popularity of DAFs is, in no
small measure, due to the ability they
afford donors to contribute other assets, besides cash, to their funds, including publicly traded stocks and
bonds, real estate and ownership interests in businesses, principally
LLCs, and receive that same FMV
deduction on their contribution. But
wait, there’s more: Through gifts of
appreciated assets, donors can potentially eliminate the capital-gains tax
liability which you would incur if you
sold the assets yourself and then donated the proceeds, prospectively increasing the amount available to
charity by as much as 20 percent.

Michelle: Funding
Philanthropy with
Appreciated Stock
To illustrate how gifts of appreciated public-company stock can become charitable currency, consider
the case of Michelle, who represents
a composite of several actual Foun-

dation donors. A single parent with
two teenagers, Michelle is a longtime executive with a leading, publicly traded entertainment and media
company. She is fortunate to earn a
healthy salary, but after retirementplan contributions, taxes, mortgage,
private school and summer camp tuitions, synagogue membership and
living costs, her available dollars for
charity were not commensurate with
the level at which she desired to give.
Michelle’s CPA pointed out that
her cash donations each year – essentially what we call “checkbook giving”– were too large in relation to her
cash-flow and also haphazard, not
strategically implemented. The CPA
then provided Michelle with an alternative – what became her “ah-ha”
charitable moment.
In each of the past 15 years, Michelle has received an annual officers’ stock grant of company shares
as part of her total compensation.
Other than drawing off some of the
dividend yield from these shares, Michelle had never sold any stock,
which has appreciated nearly fourfold since her first award in 2004. If
Michelle sells those shares, she stands
to incur significant capital-gains taxes
on the appreciation, depending how
long the stock was held.
To help Michelle fulfill her charitable ambitions, her CPA suggested
an alternative: She would establish a
DAF at The Foundation that each
year she funds with a contribution of
appreciated company shares equivalent to her desired donation, thereby
paid advertisement

BH offers rent subsidy for COVID-19 relief
n Tenants can apply

through Dec. 7 for up to
$1,000 for three months

BY LAURA COLEMAN
Starting Nov. 16, Beverly Hills
tenants impacted by COVID-19 can
apply for a rent subsidy to help alleviate some of the burden. Residents
will have three weeks, through Dec.
7, to apply for the subsidy, which
will be a monthly payment of the
balance of unpaid rent up to $1,000,
paid directly to the landlord, for a
maximum period of three months.
On Nov. 10, the City Council
unanimously voted to appropriate
$450,000 from the general fund,
bringing the total available rent
subsidy funds to $1.1 million. As
part of the vote, the council mandated that the rent subsidy program be
further discussed on Dec. 1 with the
intention of raising the available
amount.
“If we don’t use it, we don’t use
it – but I want it to be here for our
residents,” Councilman John
Mirisch said, noting that he
believed the amount should be “significantly higher.”
“I just feel it’s an important thing
to do to support the residents,” he
added. “We’re really in a situation
where our residents are hurting.”
City Attorney Larry Wiener
noted that it wouldn’t be until
March 2021 when tenants would
need to once again resume paying
rent once the rent moratorium in
Beverly Hills is lifted. Under AB
3088, tenants in California impact-

ed by COVID-19 from Sept. 1
through Jan. 31, 2021, must pay at
least 25% of the rent due to avoid
eviction.
Vice Mayor Bob Wunderlich
originally initiated the idea of
Beverly Hills having a rent subsidy
at the end of June.

“This is really
about people
who are hurting
in what is clearly
the hardest time
in recent history.
I think it’s our
duty to help our
residents.”
-Lili Bosse,
Beverly Hills
City Councilwoman

“I view it as fiscally responsible
because this is a direct benefit to
our residents,” Councilwoman Lili
Bosse said. “This is really about
people who are hurting in what is
clearly the hardest time in recent
history. I think it’s our duty to help
our residents.”
According to Deputy Director of
Rent Stabilization Helen Morales,
all tenants living in units under the

city’s Rent Stabilization Ordinance,
as well as all landlords who had registered on the city’s Rent Registry,
received information alerting them
to the opportunity to apply for the
subsidy.
“I would hope that we would be
able to make payments starting in
December,” she said.
Bosse expressed frustration that
the program has taken so long to
move forward, noting, “We voted
on this quite a while ago, and we
still haven’t funded it.”
The Beverly Hills City Council
unanimously voted to move forward with instituting the rent subsidy program at its Sept. 15 formal
meeting.
As per the Council direction, priority will be given to seniors (age
65-plus) and households with children registered in the Beverly Hills
Unified School District. Forty-two
percent of enrolled BHUSD students reside in rent-stabilized units.
Morales anticipated the city
would receive 300 to 400 applications during the three-week period.
Just over 300 Beverly Hills tenants
have filled out the city’s COVID-19
form, she said.
The city has contracted with
Jewish Family Services to administer the rent subsidy program, which
includes qualifying applicants.
“As soon as the tenant is qualified, we’re going to start making
distribution payments. So as soon as
we can get these applications in and
looked at and reviewed and analyzed and a determination made that
they’re qualified, we’ll get those
payments out,” Morales said.

enabling the most favorable incometax result each year. Generally, Michelle’s oldest shares with the lowest
cost-basis are contributed, eliminating the largest potential capitalgains tax liability in contrast to if she
sold stock and took the proceeds.
Since establishing her DAF, each
year Michelle has made a regular
contribution of shares directly to her
charitable fund at The Foundation.
The Foundation then, in turn, sells the
shares and the net proceeds are available to Michelle for recommending
grants from her fund. The advantages
have been multi-fold: The contributed
stock affords Michelle considerable
tax benefits; it’s increased her personal cash-flow by reducing reliance
on her salary for charitable contributions; it’s brought predictability and
allowed her to step up annual charitable giving; and, drawing on The
Foundation’s resources available to
its donors, has enabled her to become
more strategic with her philanthropy,
focusing on causes which are personally meaningful.

A Few Other Tips
There are a few important considerations to keep in mind if you’re
considering contributing appreciated
assets to a DAF:
• Stock (or other assets) need to be
held one year or more to eliminate

capital gains on the sale and deduct
the FMV of the donation.
• Upon receipt of the stock, The
Foundation controls the sales process
– immediately in most cases but entirely at its discretion.
• Gifting of restricted stock is possible, but any restrictions must be reviewed carefully to determine if
transfer is permitted. Additionally, restrictions will affect the valuation of
the stock for charitable-deduction
purposes.

Expert in Complex Assets
The Foundation and its professionals possess a deep reservoir of
knowledge to assist donors with charitable-gift planning related to a myriad
of sophisticated assets beyond stocks
and bonds. We have worked with donors and their advisers in structuring
gifts of such assets as real estate, privately held business interests (including C-Corp, limited partnership and
limited liability company), and private-equity fund investments, among
other assets.
To explore smart charitable giving
strategies – and the fulfillment that
comes with it – at this time when it
matters most, as well as ways to amplify the impact of your philanthropy,
visit www.jewishfoundationla.org or
contact us at (323) 761-8704, or development@jewishfoundationla.org.

About the author: Steve Gamer is vice president of advancement for the Jewish
Community Foundation of Los Angeles, which manages more than $1.3 billion in
charitable assets and distributed $129 million in grants in 2019 to causes locally,
nationally and around the world.

Bond actor
remembered in Hollywood

photo by Cameron Kiszla

Famed actor Sean Connery died on Oct. 31. He was 90 years old.
Connery was famous for portraying James Bond in seven films, as
well as his roles in “Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade,” “The Hunt
for Red October” and many other movies.
Connery did not have a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame; however, his handprints and footprints were commemorated in 1999 at
Grauman’s Chinese Theatre – then Mann’s Chinese Theatre – on
Hollywood Boulevard.
The Chinese Theatre is located at 6925 Hollywood Blvd.
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Food distribution helps Program trains employees to guard against virus
residents in 13th District
Recognizing that adherence to
public health protocols in workplaces is essential to reducing the
spread of the coronavirus, the Los
Angeles County Board of
Supervisors voted on Nov. 10 to create the nation’s first Public Health
Councils program.
The program will be implemented
by the Department of Public Health
to improve adherence to health
guidelines and stem the spread of
COVID-19. It will train employees
to help monitor the safety of their
workplace. It is particularly important because Los Angeles County

photo courtesy of the 13th Council District office

Los Angeles City Councilman Mitch O’Farrell, center, partnered
with the Guatemala Chamber of Commerce and the Hollywood
Salvation Army on Oct. 31 to distribute 48 pallets with 2,800 food
boxes to local families in the 13th District. O’Farrell thanked the dozens
of students and community members who volunteered to help with the
distribution, which assisted families in need during the pandemic.

Board of Supervisors considers ways
to reallocate funds to ‘Reimagine L.A.’
After the passage of Measure J,
Los Angeles County’s “Reimagine
L.A.” charter amendment, the
board of supervisors adopted an
inclusive process on Nov. 10 for
guiding the allocation of funding
mandated by the measure. It will
guarantee a 10% baseline threshold
of locally generated, flexible revenue for housing, diversion, jobs
and wellness.
Prior to the election, the county
estimated that the reallocation could
amount to $360 million to $490 million annually of locally generated
revenue, although the amount could
be higher. The motion calls for
establishment of a 17-member
Reimagine
L.A.
Advisory
Committee comprised of county
department leadership, individuals
impacted by the justice system,
labor representatives, communitybased organizations and advocates.
A large portion of the Measure J
annual allocation will be distributed
across five areas: community-based
youth development programs, job
training, rent assistance, housing
assistance and capital funding. The
balance of the funds will be used for
additional investments in alternatives to incarceration including
community-based restorative justice programs; pre-trial non-custody
services and treatment; communitybased health services; mental health
and substance use disorder services;
and non-custodial diversion and
reentry programs.
“We are reimagining the ways in
which Los Angeles County can
meet the health and safety needs of
our residents and can build a ‘care
first, jails last’ system. [This]
motion outlines an inclusive, transparent and data-driven process for
guiding the allocation of Measure J
funding by establishing an advisory
leadership body as well as multiple
provisions for community and labor
participation,” said Supervisor
Sheila Kuehl, 3rd District.
“Measure J and the process outlined
in [the] motion represent a significant shift in the allocation of
resources and smart long-term policymaking which will take root,

“We are reimagining
the ways in which
Los Angeles County
can meet the health
and safety needs of
our residents and
can build a ‘care
first, jails last’
system.”
L.A. County Supervisor
Sheila Kuehl, 3rd District
grow and flourish in the years to
come.”
In an amendment to the motion
approved during the meeting and
authored by Supervisor Mark
Ridley-Thomas, 2nd District, the
supervisors also agreed to allocate
$1 million in 2nd District funds for
research, evaluation and analysis of
aspects of life for Black individuals
in the county to better inform the
work of the Alternatives to
Incarceration Initiative.
“The passage of [the] motion
means that the board of supervisors
is enacting the will of the people by
establishing an inclusive and transparent process for the allocation of
Measure J funding,” said
Supervisor Hilda L. Solis, 1st
District, who co-authored the
motion to create the charter amendment. “Shifting our budget priorities into community investments
and alternatives to incarceration is a
significant milestone in addressing
systemic racism and confronting
long standing economic inequality
across underserved communities.
Guidance by advocates from local
community-based organizations,
justice-involved individuals with
firsthand experience and labor representatives, along with county
departmental leadership, will help
build up a reimagined Los Angeles
County.”
For information, visit supervisorkuehl.com.

continues to experience significant
outbreaks of COVID-19 in workplaces where health order compliance has been lax, authorities said.
“This is an all-hands on deck
moment,” said Supervisor Sheila
Kuehl, 3rd District, author of the
motion to establish the program. “As
COVID-19 caseloads rise again, it is
imperative that every employer and
employee do their utmost to fully
implement public health protocols to
ensure the safety of members of the
public as well as employees and their
families.”
The Department of Public Health

will partner with certified worker
organizations to support employees
interested in forming workplace
councils. Those councils will receive
training on county health order protocols to help monitor compliance at
their worksite. Employee participation in the program is voluntary.
The launch of the Public Health
Council program follows the Safety
Compliance Certificate program,
which was established earlier this
year. Nearly 3,000 employers have
completed that program.
For information, visit supervisorkuehl.com.
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Chamber honors Hollywood heroes virtually at annual gala
The Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce Community Foundation
presents the annual Heroes of
Hollywood Fundraising Gala as a
virtual event this evening, Nov. 12,
at 5 p.m.
Join a fun, 1930’s themed
evening honoring individuals, nonprofits and businesses that have
demonstrated exceptional leadership and service in the Hollywood
community. The night will kick off
with a virtual cocktail hour with
live entertainment by Douglas “The
Crooner” Roegiers, who will evoke
the days of the Big Band era. KOST
103.5 radio personality Ellen K.
will serve as master of ceremonies
for the gala. Participants will have
opportunities to network and bid on
some exciting silent auction items.
Proceeds will be distributed as
grants from the Hollywood
Chamber
of
Commerce
Community Foundation to nonprofits serving the community. The
event has raised more than
$900,000 and has awarded grants to
more than 150 Hollywood commu-

Mayor appoints
new leader
to Office of
Budget and
Innovation

Los Angeles Mayor Eric
Garcetti has appointed Chief Data
Officer and Senior Technology
Advisor Jeanne Holm to serve as
deputy mayor for the Office of
Budget and Innovation. With more
than 30 years of experience in
technology innovation, data science and management, Holm will
oversee the mayor’s agenda to
close the digital divide and lay the
foundation for a strong fiscal
recovery.
“Strong and creative leadership
is absolutely critical to navigating
an unprecedented pandemic, deep
economic devastation and a severe
fiscal crisis, and I have no doubt
that Jeanne Holm will be a powerful force in steering our city
toward a future of equity and
resilience,” Garcetti said.
“I’m honored and excited to
work with Mayor Garcetti to lift up
Angelenos by leveraging the best
of our city’s innovation, dedicated
workforce and resources,” Holm
said. “As we face the challenges
from this pandemic head-on, we
will continue to be guided by the
principles of equity and justice to
create opportunities for every
Angeleno.”
Prior to becoming an employee
of the city of Los Angeles in 2016,
Holm worked at NASA, where she
led large-scale budget changes
during government downsizing
that saved hundreds of millions of
dollars while improving service
and innovation. With the Obama
administration, she led the development of data.gov which, by
releasing open government data,
led to $3 trillion in economic
growth in the United States.
Holm
succeeds
Miguel
Sangalang, who will serve as interim general manager of the Bureau
of Street Lighting.
For
information,
visit
lamayor.org.

nity nonprofit organizations.
This year’s Heroes of Hollywood
honorees are Assistance League of
Los Angeles, Hollywood Food
Coalition, the Salvation Army
Hollywood, Project Angel Food,
Taglyan Complex and Paramount
Pictures Viacommunity Days. Each
honoree stood out for dedicated service to the Hollywood community.
Two other highlights will be the
awarding of the Mary Pickford
Award, given to a celebrity who has
made a significant difference in the
entertainment industry and the
Hollywood community, and the
Distinguished Service Award in

Memory of Johnny Grant, which is
reserved for outstanding individuals
whose efforts have made a lasting,
positive impact to the city, the people and the dream of Hollywood.
The recipient of the Mary
Pickford Award is restaurateur,
philanthropist and activist Lisa
Vanderpump, star and producer of
“Vanderpump Rules.” An advocate
for the LGBT community,
Vanderpump is a spokesperson for
GLAAD, works with the Trevor
Project and has led the annual AIDS
Walk Los Angeles. Most recently,
she has put her energy into canine
charity work with her newly estab-

lished foundation Vanderpump
Dogs.
The Distinguished Service Award
in Memory of Johnny Grant will be
awarded to Oscar-winning actor,
producer, musician and writer
Louis Gossett Jr. Gossett was honored with a star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame in 1992 and is a passionate activist who created
Eracism, a foundation dedicated to
ending racism and cultivating
peace, justice and equality for all
people.
For information, visit hollywoodchamber.net and hollywoodfoundation.org/hoh2020.

photo courtesy of imdb.com

Louis Gossett Jr. will receive the
chamber’s Distinguished Service
Award in Memory of Johnny Grant.
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Subway work keeps pace above and below ground
Work on the Purple Line
Extension subway project continues
24 hours at construction staging
yards along Wilshire Boulevard
from Western Avenue to Century
City.
Metro is providing updates about
lane closures and other work that is
occurring in November.
In Century City, tunneling continues to progress, with both boring
machines having tunneled past
Century Park East. The machines
will tunnel eastbound from Century
City through Beverly Hills for
approximately two years before
meeting with the first section of the
subway project near Wilshire/La
Cienega.
Temporary full closures of
Constellation Boulevard at Avenue
of the Stars are planned through
Nov. 22 to facilitate piling and
decking. Local access will be maintained on Avenue of the Stars north
and south of Constellation
Boulevard, which will be closed
between Solar Way and Avenue of
the Stars. Local access west of Solar
Way will be maintained.
Intermittent lane closures will
also be implemented in neighborhoods near the Beverly Hills border
on Santa Monica Boulevard
between Avenue of the Stars and
Moreno Drive. Work will occur
through mid-November from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Crews are continuing with excavation at the future Wilshire/Rodeo
station in Beverly Hills. Excavation
will continue 24 hours beneath

Wilshire Boulevard until crews
reach a depth of 100 feet, which is
anticipated during the first quarter
of 2021.
To support the construction,
Wilshire Boulevard has been
reduced to two lanes in each direction between Beverly and Canon
drives, and may be reduced to one
lane in each direction at night.
Ground monitoring instruments are
also being installed along the tunnel
alignment and around the
Wilshire/Rodeo station in Beverly.
Instrumentation is occurring along
Wilshire Boulevard from Linden
Drive to La Cienega Boulevard, as
well as on Charleville Boulevard
and on Young, Lasky, Moreno and
Spalding drives.
Farther east near Wilshire/La
Cienega, construction is occurring
24 hours in staging yards. Station
construction, material deliveries,
instrumentation and concrete pouring and material deliveries continue. The work will be conducted
from Wilshire Boulevard and within
the Gale staging yard. Anticipated
work hours are 4 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Eastbound Wilshire Boulevard may
be intermittently reduced to one
lane from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m., and 8
p.m. to 7 a.m., as needed. The lane
reduction may also be implemented
on Saturdays from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
A K-rail enclosure in the center
lanes of the intersection of Wilshire
and San Vicente boulevards is anticipated to remain in place through
December. The enclosure supports
ongoing tunnel and mitigation work
underneath Wilshire Boulevard.

Bump outs may be utilized this
week, reducing Wilshire Boulevard
to one lane in each direction from 6
a.m. to 6 p.m. Left turns lanes at the
intersection will be closed. A second phase of traffic control may be
implemented in the intersection in
December.
Crescent Heights Boulevard and
McCarthy Vista will be intermittently reduced to a single lane in
each direction 500 feet north and
south of Wilshire Boulevard
through Friday, Nov. 13. Wilshire
Boulevard may also be reduced to a
single lane in each direction from
La Jolla Avenue to San Diego Way.
The traffic control supports the
removal of monitoring wells underneath the street. Work hours are 9
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
At Wilshire/Fairfax, station construction, hauling and concrete
pouring are ongoing. Intermittent
lane closures may be in place to
support deck panel maintenance
and
investigation.
Wilshire
Boulevard will be reduced to two
lanes in each direction between San
Diego Way and Spaulding Avenue
through next August. Ogden Drive
will be closed intermittently
Monday through Saturday at
Wilshire Boulevard, and Orange
Grove Avenue remains closed south
of Wilshire Boulevard until January.
Construction also continues 24
hours at the staging yards at
Wilshire/La Brea, where hauling,
deliveries and tunneling support is
ongoing. Intermittent lane closures
on Wilshire Boulevard and side
streets between Highland Avenue

WHOLE TURKEY FEAST $255
Serves 8-10 - includes 2 Pies

SMALL FEAST $185
Serves 4-6 - includes 1 Pie

TURKEY DINNER $29.95
CHILD (3-11) $17.95
Order For Take-Out Hot or Ready to Re-Heat
Patio Dine-In Reservations for Feast or Turkey Dinner only

Pre-Order your Holiday Pies today!
Cherry, Blueberry, Pumpkin, Peach,
Boysenberry, Apple, & Raspberry
$14.95 each
Mince Meat, Sweet Potato, & Pecan
$15.95 each

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax

(323)933-8446 • (323)933-8447 - Bakery
Frances@dupars-psr.com

photo by Edwin Folven

Center lanes in the intersection of Wilshire and San Vicente boulevards
are anticipated to be closed through December to support ongoing tunnel
and mitigation work.

and Detroit Street may be in place
to support construction. From 6
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Orange Drive will remain
closed north of Wilshire Boulevard
through the end of February.
A work zone on the west side of
the intersection of Wilshire and
Rimpau boulevards is anticipated to
be in place through March. Wilshire
Boulevard has been reduced to two
lanes in each direction between
June Street and Muirfield Road.
Concrete and material deliveries are
anticipated to continue at the site in
November.
At the current terminus of the

Purple at Wilshire/Western, construction continues underground
and in a staging yard near Wilshire
Boulevard and Manhattan Place.
Northbound Manhattan Place will
be intermittently closed just north
of Wilshire Boulevard from 4 a.m.
to midnight, Monday through
Friday, and 8 a.m. to 11 p.m.,
Saturday. Access to businesses will
be maintained and a signed pedestrian detour has been installed.
For questions and concerns, call
the 24-hour project hotline at
(213)922-6934, email the project
team at purplelineext@metro.net,
or visit metro.net.
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Planning dept. aims to simplify zoning code
The Los Angeles City Planning
Department released a framework
on Nov. 10 for an entirely new system for Los Angeles’s updated zoning code. The proposed plan would
streamline and consolidate the
administrative provisions of the
zoning code in one centralized location. The improvements are intended to make traditionally cumbersome and complex systems easier
for businesses to navigate, particularly as many try to survive and
move toward economic recovery.
Several years ago, the department launched a plan to create a
modern and efficient zoning system for Los Angeles. The resulting
Processes
and
Procedures
Ordinance, which would need
approval from the Planning
Commission and City Council, lays
the groundwork for a modern zoning code. Hearings and stakeholder
meetings have been held to gather
public input, and more are planned.
The plan would make the rules for
project review easier to understand
by introducing a standardized format
for processes with consistent proce-

dural elements. The easy-to-read format outlines each process and the
steps along the project approval path,
and includes flowcharts that depict
the steps in the process.
It also consolidates similar entitlements so they follow the same
procedures, eliminating redundant
variations and reducing the total
number of processes from over
120 to approximately 60. The
streamlined changes are intended
to reduce confusion around planning approvals and identify who
has decision-making authority. The
proposal also focuses on making
the land-use process more transparent using standard time periods
for public hearing notifications and
periods for filing an appeal.
“Development reform has long
been a stated goal of this department,” Director of Planning Vince
Bertoni said. “With this initiative,
we have been able to strengthen
our rules to promote greater
accountability and transparency,
while at the same time we are also
expanding public participation and
inclusion in our land use decisions,

bringing neighborhood councils
and residents alike into the fold.”
The planning department has
prepared an annotated version of
the ordinance to aid the public in
tracking changes to the zoning
code. Each section is annotated to
indicate which provisions are new,
which have been revised and
which have been moved from
another section.
Planning staff is also soliciting
feedback on the modifications. The
department has prepared an interactive website as a resource for stakeholders with clear outlines of the
proposed changes and videos illustrating the concepts behind how the
current system would be improved.
During winter, the planning department will hold virtual meetings on
the proposed changes. The proposal
will then advance to the Planning
Commission and later the Los
Angeles City Council for consideration.
For
information,
visit
planning.lacity.org and storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/1478f9
8388eb4a8c92e78d0dc9914ae9.

WeHo commemorates Transgender Awareness Month
The city of West Hollywood and
its Transgender Advisory Board
recognize
November
as
Transgender Awareness Month with
a series of events, which this year
will be held virtually due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Kicking-off events this year, the
city presented the Transgender
Awareness Month Awards on
Wednesday, Nov. 4, via Zoom virtual platform.
This year’s honorees were Nick
Adams, GLAAD’s director of transgender media and representation,
for his work to ensure that transgender individuals are properly represented and accurately portrayed in
the media; the organization
Invisible Men and founder Luckie
Alexander, for his work to highlight
issues facing transgender men; and
Trans Can Work, an organization
focused on raising employers’
awareness of the skills and talents
that gender diverse professionals
can offer.
On Thursday, Nov. 12, at 5 p.m.,
the city will present a moderated
roundtable discussion focused on a
city-funded anti-transphobia effort

designed to educate employers and
employees on how to properly
address gender diverse employees.
The roundtable, “Why Trans Can
Work: Helping Gender Diverse
People Thrive in the Workplace
and Employers Prepare for
Tomorrow’s Workforce,” will be an
opportunity to introduce the newly
developed toolkit, which was
designed by Trans Can Work, in
collaboration with the West
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce
and with the support of the city of
West Hollywood.
The roundtable discussion will be
moderated by NBC4 Anchor and
Reporter Mekahlo Medina and feature panelists West Hollywood
Councilman John D’Amico; community organizer and trainer Alexis
Sanchez; Trans Can Work’s Vice
President of Programs Drian
Juarez; Chief Human Resources
Officer for the Los Angeles LGBT
Center Sharon-Franklin Brown;
West Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce President & CEO
Genevieve Morrill; and Torie
Osborn, senior strategist for Los
Angeles County Supervisor Sheila

Kuehl, 3rd District. To view the
panel, visit zoom.us/j/91959559565
The city will also host an online
Transgender Day of Remembrance
Ceremony at 6 p.m. on Friday, Nov.
20, featuring speakers and a reading
of names to memorialize people
who have been murdered as a result
of anti-transgender violence. More
information about this event is at
weho.org/Home/Components/Cale
ndar/Event/22667/15.
Individuals interested in volunteering in the traditional Reading
of the Names will be asked to
recite the name of at least one
person and brief biographical
details of the person memorialized along with the circumstances
surrounding their murder. The
reading will be recorded and then
made part of a video presentation,
which will be played during the
virtual event.
For information, contact West
Hollywood Governmental Affairs
Liaison Hernan Molina at hmolina@weho.org or West Hollywood
Professional Support Services
Specialist DeeAna Saunders at
dsaunders@weho.org.

L.A. County Assessment Appeals Board goes virtual
In an effort to provide Los
Angeles County residents a convenient, secure and efficient way to
continue to attend assessment
appeals hearings during the COVID
pandemic, the Los Angeles County
Assessment Appeals Board has
gone virtual and is now providing
services online.
On Oct. 19, the Assessment
Appeals Board kicked off its first
virtual hearing comprised of a web
conferencing platform and an
online document management portal where residents were able to
electronically submit and upload
hearing evidence prior to the hearing date. The new virtual hearing
process allows the applicant, the
assessor and board members to
simultaneously view the hearing
evidence presented live.
“Transitioning to a virtual platform aligns with the executive
office’s mission to deliver first-class
customer service utilizing new technologies to support the Board of

Supervisors in serving our constituents,” said Jennifer Tran, acting
deputy executive officer of the
Assessment Appeals division.
Earlier this year, Supervisor
Janice Hahn, 4th District, presented
a motion to the board and asked the
executive office to explore how to
modernize current systems to augment in-person hearings by implementing
virtual
Assessment
Appeals Board hearings using
video conferencing technology.
“The county is adapting during
this pandemic and the Assessment
Appeals Board hearings are the latest aspect of county business to go
virtual. Holding these hearings
through secure video conferencing
rather than in-person will make sure
that taxpayers can have their
appeals heard safely,” Hahn said.
In addition to having the meetings
held online, the public is now also
able to listen in and stay up-to-date
through a dial-in phone number and
access code, which will be posted

before every hearing on the
Assessment Appeals Board website.
“During these unprecedented
times, serving the public in an
effective and efficient way is key,”
said Celia Zavala, executive officer.
“By remaining adaptable, we can
continue to provide safety net services and due process that are
essential to our residents during
critical times like these.”
Residents can now also submit
their assessment appeals applications online in addition to mailing
them in. After the validation
process, the application gets scheduled for an appeal hearing before
the Assessment Appeals Board or
Assessment Hearing Officer. A formal hearing appointment card is
mailed to the applicant at least 45
days prior to the hearing date. In
addition, an email notification with
login information is emailed to the
hearing participants.
For information, visit bos.lacounty.gov/services/assessment-appeals.

photo courtesy of Cedars-Sinai

New infection prevention practices implemented during the pandemic
have resulted in shorter hospital stays for mothers and their babies,
according to a new Cedars-Sinai study.

Cedars study finds labor issues
not affected by COVID protocols
New infection prevention practices implemented during the coronavirus pandemic have resulted in
significantly shorter hospital stays
for mothers and their babies,
according to investigators at
Cedars-Sinai, with no changes in
the rates of cesarean deliveries,
complications or poor outcomes.
The retrospective study, recently
published in the American Journal
of Obstetrics & Gynecology MFM,
examined the impact of several
modifications in the labor and
delivery unit at the medical center.
The changes included temperature
screening of all patients and visitors, limiting the number of visitors,
providing staff with personal protective equipment and new
approaches to delivery management
and newborn care.
“Patients can be reassured that
appropriate measures have been
taken to protect them and their
babies and that those changes are
not going to impact their ability to
have a good and safe delivery with
us,” said Naomi Greene, principal
investigator of the study and an
assistant professor of obstetrics and
gynecology at Cedars-Sinai.
The study reviewed data from
1,936 deliveries, comparing two
separate groups. The first cohort
were patients who gave birth in
January and February, before new
COVID-19 guidelines were in
place. The second group had their
babies in March and April, after
infection control protocols were
implemented at the medical center.
“When the labor and delivery
unit made safety modifications in
response to the pandemic, approximately half of the women who had
vaginal deliveries – and their babies
– stayed just one night in the hospital. But before the pandemic, only a
quarter of the women giving birth
went home after one night; most
spent two nights, on average,”
Greene said.
Similar patterns were seen
among women who had a cesarean
delivery. More than 40% of them
spent two days or less in the hospital once pandemic protocols were in
place. But before the safety
changes, a much smaller number
were discharged within two days –
just 12%, Greene said.
Maternal-fetal medicine specialist Dr. Mariam Naqvi, senior author
on the study, said it was encouraging to find the shorter stay did not
appear to impact the care or welfare
of the mother and her child.
“With COVID-19, we are mindful of the potential risk of unnecessary or prolonged stays in the hospital. It is encouraging to see that in
the short term, spending less time

was not associated with more complications,” said Naqvi, an assistant
professor of obstetrics and gynecology at Cedars-Sinai.
Cedars-Sinai is located at 8700
Beverly Blvd. For information, visit
cedars-sinai.org.
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RESTAURANT NEWS
by Jill Weinlein

The Raymond 1886
Staycation Dinner

M

ichelin-star-awarded chef
Paul Shoemaker – formerly at
French Laundry, Water Grill and
Providence – is the guest chef at the
Raymond 1886 now through
Saturday, Nov. 14. His six-course
staycation tasting menu will take
you away for a change of scenery.
Dine on one of the three patios at
Pasadena’s beloved Craftsman
restaurant. The six-course tasting
menu, which costs $85 per person,
features highlights including citruscured salmon, bigeye tuna sashimi,
scallop, pork belly pumpkin risotto
and beef tenderloin. Finish with a
chocolate dessert. For those looking
to enjoy the meal with beverages,
head barman Jesus Gomez offers an
optional wine and cocktail pairing
for an additional $35 per person.
There is also a full list of 1886
cocktails, wines by the bottle and

craft beer to accompany the dishes
Shoemaker has prepared. For those
looking to have their meal delivered or for takeout, the price of this
staycation tasting menu is $65 per
person. Dinner reservations begin
at 5 p.m. Visit theraymond.com.
1250 S. Fair Oaks Ave., Pasadena;
(626)441-3136.

Sightglass Marketplace
& Roastery

T

he neighborhood specialty grocer offers locals a one-stop
shop for house-made prepared
foods including Roman- and
Sicilian-inspired pizza, sandwiches
and market-driven salads. Baked
goods include sourdough bread,
bagels, croissants, cookies and cinnamon rolls. They are also providing specialty grocery items, farmers
market produce and responsibly
sourced proteins. The walk-up window is open for to-go service from

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sightglass
Marketplace & Roastery also offers
Old and New World wines and
regional microbrew beer, flowers,
gifts and Sightglass small-batch,
single-origin coffees. The outside
sidewalk has tables available from
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. 7051 W.
Willoughby Ave., (323)763-8588.

Tokyo Hot Chicken
opens

C

hef Michael Mina and Mina
Group’s brand new ghost
kitchen concept, Tokyo Hot
Chicken, is now open for delivery
and pickup in Glendale. Located
inside Bourbon Steak Los Angeles,
this new spicy fried chicken destination is a fusion of Nashville-style
fried chicken with Japanese flavors
and spicy ingredients. Tokyo Hot
Chicken is currently open daily
from 5 to 9 p.m. and can be ordered
online only. The menu features
buckets of chicken with a mix of
drumsticks, wings and thighs. They
make chicken tenders, hand-held
togarashi chicken snackers with
kimchi slaw and spicy kewpie.
There are a variety of dipping

sauces including Yum Yum Sauce.
Delivery is available via Toast on
online
orders
at
michaelmina.net/restaurants/tokyohot-chicken-locations/tokyo-hotchicken-los-angeles. 237 S. Brand
Ave., Glendale.

Thanksgiving
Specials
1 Kitchen at 1 Hotel
West Hollywood

T

hanksgiving dinners may look
different this year, however,
chef Chris Crary of the famed 1
Kitchen is creating farm-fresh traditional staples to enjoy in the comfort of your home. Made to order
for up to 8 people, the
Thanksgiving to-go package is
available in two options – à la carte
or a pre-selected meal. Menu highlights include a 16 to 20-pound
herb-roasted turkey and gravy,
roasted garlic mashed potatoes,
sage bread stuffing, ginger spiced
cranberry sauce, green bean casserole with mushroom gravy, and

homemade pumpkin pie. Wine and
cocktail add-ons are also available.
8490 Sunset Blvd., (310)424-1600.

Boxwood’s
Thanksgiving

E

xecutive chef Anthony Keene
will be serving a three-course
Thanksgiving menu starting at
11:30 a.m. on Nov. 26 at the
London West Hollywood at
Beverly Hills. The signature restaurant is offering outdoor dining on
the marble terrace until 10 p.m.
Highlights on the seasonally
inspired menu include fall mushroom and beetroot agnolotti and
kabocha squash soup. More traditional dishes include free-range
turkey and sage stuffing and pumpkin pie. Besides dining outdoors,
guests can eat in-room when staying overnight, or can pick up for
takeaway. Pricing for this special
holiday meal is $75 per person.
boxwoodhost@thelondonweho.co
m. 1020 N. San Vicente Blvd.,
(310)358-7788.
continues next page

Order Your Willie Bird
NOW!

Free Range or
Free Range Organic
Rated “Best Turkey”
by chefs around the world!

A Du-par’s
specialty!

MINCEMEAT
PIES

Only bakery in town
selling them!

6333 W. Third St.
Farmers Market
323.938.5131
www.marcondas.com
Family Owned at the Farmers Market for 79 Years
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Thanksgiving at the
Abbey Food & Bar

E

njoy a three-course menu
priced at $35 per person. The
menu offers lobster bisque, hickory-smoked turkey breast, truffle
mash potatoes, haricot vert casserole, brioche stuffing, cranberry
sauce, turkey gravy, buttermilk biscuits and pumpkin or apple pie for
dessert. It’s available for dine-in, togo and delivery via Uber Eats and
Postmates. Family meal options for
four people are available. 692 N.
Robertson Blvd., (310)289-8410.

Manuela
Thanksgiving

F

braised green beans with puffed
wild rice, and a choice of turkey or
ham. Finish with a memorable
dessert. All orders must be placed
via Tock by Tuesday, Nov. 24, at 5
p.m., and picked up between 2 to 5
p.m., on Thanksgiving Day. For
those dining in, chef Kris Tominaga
of Manuela brings his American
heritage to his southern-influenced
cooking. The main course and
desserts are ordered individually,
and everything else is shared family
style for $68 per person. Children
under 12are $35 per child.
Reservations are for 2:30 to 8 p.m.
on Thanksgiving day. Manuela can
accommodate vegan and vegetarian
diners if requested when the reservation is made. Reservations can be
available via Tock. manuela-la.com.
907 E. Third St., (323)849-0480.

or those who prefer to pick up
and bring home a Thanksgiving
meal, Manuela is offering a
Thanksgiving supper for two for
$100. The takeaway menu includes
cream biscuits, pictured right, market lettuces, Yukon mashed potatoes
and gravy, cranberry compote with
apples and celery sprouts, smoked
chicken sausage stuffing, ham-

photo courtesy of Manuela

Spend the holidays at the Waldorf Astoria Beverly Hills

Waldorf Astoria Beverly Hills is
spreading holiday cheer with new
holiday menus at its signature
restaurant Jean-Georges Beverly
Hills and al-fresco dining hotspot
The Rooftop by JG, and through
curbside pick-up. The award-winning hotel will also offer a Holiday
Escape Package, encouraging local
residents and visitors to celebrate
the holidays in Beverly Hills.
Following its re-opening in
October, Jean-Georges Beverly
Hills introduced a redefined
upscale dining experience on its
outdoor terrace. For the holidays,
the restaurant will be offering festive dishes from Thanksgiving to
New Year’s Day. The holiday season will kick-off with a special
Thanksgiving menu on Nov. 26
featuring traditional dishes. The
menu will be offered from 3 to 8
p.m. and is $210 per adult and $75
per child.
Guests also have the option for
curbside by Jean-Georges Beverly
Hills. The menu features whole
roasted turkey, pumpkin and chestnut soup, mashed potatoes, roasted

Brussels sprouts and cauliflower,
and pumpkin pie. Meals are available for pre-ordering until Nov. 23
for pick up on Nov. 26 from 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Prices start at $140 per
person. The Rooftop by JG will
also offer a Thanksgiving menu
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., with a la
carte pricing.
Waldorf Astoria Beverly Hills
will celebrate with Christmas
menus from Dec. 24-26. JeanGeorges Beverly Hills terrace will
offer an eight-course chef’s holiday
tasting menu featuring diver scallop
and black truffle toast, tagliatelle
pasta, Maine lobster and glazed
Wagyu short rib. The menu will be
served from 5:30 to 10 p.m. and is
$260 per person and $75 per child.
Jean-Georges Beverly Hills will
also be offering a holiday gift basket featuring pate en croute (vin
jaune and black truffle,) Buche de
Noel, 50 grams of Petrossian
Caviar and one bottle of Billecart
Salmon Champagne. Orders can be
placed until Dec. 10 for pick up on
Dec. 22-24, from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The price is $680 per basket. The

BRENDAN COLLINS

photo courtesy of Waldorf Astoria Beverly Hills

Rooftop by JG will also offer a
Christmas menu with nightly specials from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m., with
a la carte pricing.
To make a reservation, call
(310)860-6565, or visit waldorfastoriabeverlyhills.com.

GAR
RY TWINN

Orderr Y
Yoour Thanksgiviing
Poultry Now!

We feature Fresh Free Range Turk
keys
Diestel • Organic Turkeys
Shelton • Golden Harvest
Pheasant • Geese • Quail • Duck
Squab • Guinea Hens • Capons • Rabbit Orgaanic Eggs
Quail Eggs • Duck Eggs • Whole Partridge

Farmers Market Poultry
6333 W. 3rd St. #216
323.936.8158
www.huntingtonmeats.com

OPEN 11AM D
DAIL
AILLY
Y
HAP
PPY
Y HOUR 3- 6 PM M - F
LA
ATE
T NIGHTT HAPPY
H
Y HOUR 9.30-11PM FF,,S & S
SUND
DAY ROAST NOON - 4PM
OUTDOOR DINING
JOIN US FO
OR AN ENGLISH THANKSGIVING
NO
OV
V.. 26, SERVED 1-7 PM

Original
g
Farmers Market • 6333 W. 3rd St. • markettavernla.com • 323.452.9299
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P O L I C E B LOT T E R
The following crimes occurred in West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the
areas patrolled by the LAPD’s Wilshire and Hollywood divisions between
Nov. 1 and Nov. 7. The information was compiled from crimemapping.com.
To report a crime, call local law enforcement agencies: Los Angeles Police
Department, Wilshire Division (213)473-0476, Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department West Hollywood Station (310)855-8850, and the
Beverly Hills Police Department, (310)550-4951.

Beverly Hills Police
Department
Nov. 1
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 9800 block of
Hillgreen at 10 a.m.
At 11:10 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a commercial burglary in the 100 block of
Robertson.

and Canon at 12:20 p.m.
At 2:50 p.m., a vandalism incident
was reported near the corner of
Santa Monica and Moreno.
An arson fire was reported in the
300 block of S. Reeves at 8 p.m.
At 8:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 300
block of N. Elm.

West Hollywood
Sheriff’s Station

lence incident in the 1100 block of
N. Sycamore.

Nov. 3

5600 block of Eighth.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 5400 block of
Melrose at 1 a.m.

A suspect assaulted a victim during a domestic violence incident in
the 7900 block of Sunset at 12:30
a.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 5000 block of Melrose at
3:15 a.m.

At 9 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 6100
block of Afton.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 1000 block of S.
Burnside at 6:15 a.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Hollywood
and Whitley at 9:45 a.m.

At 8 a.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 800 block
and N. Western.

At 10 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Cahuenga and Dix.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 100 block of S. La
Brea at 8 a.m.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked near the corner of
Wilshire and La Brea at noon.

At 12:15 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a burglary in the
6100 block of Yucca.

At 2:45 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1500
block of N. Hayworth.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 8500 block of Beverly at
12:50 p.m.

A suspect assaulted a victim during
a domestic violence incident in the
1600 block of N. Fuller at 7 p.m.

At 5:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted the victim near the corner of La Brea and Hawthorn.
An unknown suspect assaulted
the victim in the 6600 block of
Sunset at 6:15 p.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 400 block of N.
Bedford at 3:33 p.m.

Nov. 1

At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Eleanor and Lillian.

At 6:30 p.m., an arson fire was
reported near the corner of Santa
Monica and Roxbury.

At 9:37 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
8400 block of Sunset.

An unknown suspect assaulted
the victim near the corner of Selma
and Argyle at 8:30 p.m.

At 6:30 p.m., an attempted burglary was reported in the 1200
block of S. Holt.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 100 block of La
Cienega at 11:30 p.m.

Nov. 2

At 9:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Hollywood and Highland.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 7600 block of
Melrose at 6:30 p.m.

Nov. 2

At 7 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
1500 block of Gordon.

Nov. 2
At 5:54 a.m., a vandalism incident
was reported near the corner of
Wilshire and Tower.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 100 block of S.
Linden at 9:03 a.m.
At noon, a vandalism incident was
reported in the 9000 block of
Wilshire.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 9500 block of
Brighton at 12:33 p.m.
At 7:40 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Wilshire and La
Cienega.
A suspect was arrested on suspicion of driving under the influence
of alcohol or drugs near the corner
of Santa Monica and Roxbury at
10:34 p.m.

Nov. 3
At 4:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 9100
block of Olympic.

Nov. 4
At 8:28 p.m., an assault was
reported in the 300 block of S.
Beverly.

Nov. 5
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 400 block of
S. Maple at 5 p.m.
At 6:27 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 400
block of Palm.

Nov. 6
An unknown suspect robbed a victim near the corner of Brighton and
Canon at 12:18 a.m.
At 11:38 p.m., a suspect was
arrested on suspicion of driving
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs near the corner of Foothill
and Carmelita.

Nov. 7
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Brighton

At 5:55 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted the victim in the 7700
block of Santa Monica.

Nov. 3
At 2:07 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft from a
vehicle parked in the 7100 block of
Santa Monica.

At 12:01 a.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
in the 1600 block and N.
Cherokee.

Nov. 4

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 5800 block of
Eighth at 12:30 a.m.

At 7:35 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 8400
block of Santa Monica.

At 6 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 1100
block in N. Orange.

Nov. 5

An attempted robbery was reported in the 1700 block of Canyon at
6:50 a.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 7100 block of
Santa Monica at 2:45 p.m.
At 6:10 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 7900
block of Santa Monica.

Nov. 6
At 4:24 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 8600
block of Holloway.
An unknown suspect stole a bicycle in the 600 block of La Peer at 6
a.m.
At 6 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim in the 7900
block of Santa Monica.
A suspect assaulted a victim during a domestic violence incident in
the 7900 block of Santa Monica at
7:45 p.m.

At 9:15 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 5400
block of Hollywood.
An unknown suspect assaulted
the victim near the corner of
Hollywood and La Brea at 9:30
a.m.
At 11:30 a.m., an unknown suspect assaulted the victim in the
700 block of N. Martel.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 100 block of N.
Highland at noon.
At 12:30 p.m., a suspect assaulted
a victim during a domestic violence incident in the 1600 block of
N. Fuller.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 600 block
and N. Harper at 4:20 p.m.

At 10 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 800
block of N. San Vicente.

At 4:39 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 7300
block of Beverly.

An unknown suspect stole a
motorcycle in the 800 block of N.
Vista at 11:45 p.m.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 300 block of S.
Arden at 5 p.m.

Nov. 7

At 9 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 800
block of Keniston.

At 5:25 p.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted the victim in the 8800
block of Sunset.

Los Angeles Police
Department
Nov. 1
At 12:01 a.m., a suspect assaulted
a victim during a domestic vio-

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 1600 block of Vine at
10:10 p.m.
At 10:30 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
400 block in N. Fairfax.
An unknown suspect assaulted
the victim in the 8400 block of W.
Third at 10:50 p.m.

An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 6200 block of
Wilshire at 7:55 p.m.
At 8:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 5600
block of Wilshire.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 1300 block of N. Las
Palmas at 9 p.m.
At 10:30 p.m., a suspect assaulted
a victim during a domestic violence incident near the corner of
Santa Monica and McCadden.

Nov. 4
At 4:15 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 1700
block of N. McCadden.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 1700 block and
North Fuller at 7 a.m.
At 9:20 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
600 block 0f N. Western.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 9600 block of Pico at 11
a.m.
At 12:09 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
1700 block in N. Stanley.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 8000 block of
Sunset at 4:55 p.m.
At 5 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 400
block of S. Fairfax.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 5900 block of
Eighth at 9 p.m.
At 9:45 p.m., an attempted vehicle
theft was reported in the 500 block
of S. Orange Grove.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 100 block of S. Vista at
10:30 p.m.

Nov. 5
At 12:01 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a burglary in the

At 6:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 700
block of S. La Brea.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 500 block of N.
Western at 7:30 a.m.
At noon, an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 1800
block in N. Fuller.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked near the corner of
Waring an Edinburgh at 4 p.m.
At 5:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 7000
block of Melrose.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 800 block of N. Las
Palmas at 8 p.m.
At 10 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 800
block of N. Croft.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 1110 block of
Glenville at 11 p.m.
At 11:40 p.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 5800
block of Sunset.

Nov. 6
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 700 block in N. Martel
at 7 a.m.
At 9 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 1600
block of Schrader.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of
Hollywood and Orange at 11:15
a.m.
At 6 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 800
block of N. Orlando.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1300 block of
N. Detroit at 7 p.m.
At 8 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a theft from a vehicle in
the 600 block of N. Hayworth.
An attempted burglary was reported in the 8000 block of Romaine at
8:45 p.m.
At 9 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 1700
block of Wilcox.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 200 block of N.
Sycamore at 10 p.m.

Nov. 7
At 1:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim near the corner of
Hollywood and Highland.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 2000 block of
Ivar at 3:45 a.m.
At 9 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
1600 block of Vine.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1800 block of
Ivar at noon.
At 1 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
2000 block of Ivar.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6100 block of
Wilshire at 4:20 p.m.
At 7:10 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 7900
block of Melrose.
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Toca Madera

Bold, high quality Mexican fare
One of the most beautiful restaurant interiors in Los Angeles is Toca
Madera in Beverly Grove. Designer
David Krumins of Davis Ink incorporated a mix of distressed metal,
with concrete tiles, quartz stone,
hanging rope, plush upholstery and
leather accents throughout the
dimly lit lounge. In the center of the
room is a dramatic mammoth crystal quartzite center bar. The bar staff
carefully pour cerveza, wine and
ignite dramatic fiery cocktails.
Guests passing through on their
way to the outdoor dining patio will
notice an intimate lounge area
behind the bar, with an in-house DJ
spinning lively music that seductively pulsates throughout the
restaurant. Moorish lights illuminate sexy Dia de los Muertos art

that hangs on the walls.
The evening my husband and I
dined at Toca Madera, the back
patio area was full, so we sat in
front at one of the sidewalk tables
looking out to Third Street. Toca
Madera translates to “knock on
wood,” and throughout the
evening, we felt lucky to dine at the
upscale Mexican-style restaurant.
Our server Whitney recommended
we try the new chef’s signature
menu prepared by executive chef
Pablo Ibarra and his team. Each
dish made quite an impression
when it was delivered to our table.
Both the food and drinks are decorated with edible micro flowers,
and the smoky ones dazzled our
senses.
Besides tortilla chips and salsa,

Donate PJs to kids through drive
at Huntington Meats, FM Poultry

Huntington Meats and Farmers
Market Poultry are doing their part
to make sure children in need have
new pajamas this holiday season.
The shops at the Original
Farmers Market are hosting their
first Holiday Kids Pajama Drive
through Nov. 30. Proprietor Jim
Cascone said the goal is to collect
300 pairs of pajamas for distribution to local organizations serving
homeless and low-income families.
Customers that donate a pair of
new, unwrapped pajamas valued at
$10 or more will receive a complimentary pound of premium bacon
or homemade sausages from
Huntington Meats, or a dozen fresh
eggs from Farmers Market Poultry.
In addition to pajamas for children
from infant to age 18, the shops
will be collecting children’s slippers, robes, security blankets, story
books, and toothbrush and toothpaste sets.
“We thought this was a unique

idea for a great cause,” Cascone
said. “Toy drives are great during
the holiday, but we forget that
some kids may never have
received a brand new pair of PJs,
which was something many of us
took for granted growing up.”
“Our goal is to try to make nights
a little comfier for those kids that
may be experiencing homelessness
or are members of families that just
don’t have the means to purchase
their little ones new pajamas,”
butcher Jon Escobedo added. “We
want to do our part to make sure
that kids in need across Los
Angeles have new pajamas to
snuggle in this holiday season.”
The shops are located at the
Original Farmers Market, 6333 W.
Third St. Huntington Meats is
located in Stall 350 and Farmers
Market Poultry is in Stall 216. For
information, visit huntingtonmeats.com or farmersmarketpoultry.com.

Thanksgiving

We carry everything you need to set the
perfect Thanksgiving dining table.
Fall Party Goods • Garlands • Centerpieces Room
Decor • Balloons • Much More!

20% Off

All Merchandise in the store with this ad
Expires 11/30/18 Does not include already reduced items,
Printing, Balloons or Balloon Delivery

Vine American Party Store
5969 Melrose Ave. (corner of Wilcox)
(323) 467-7124
www.vineamericanparty.com

by Jill Weinlein

guests receive a pretty bowl of
creamy guacamole sprinkled with
lime-enhanced pepitas and bright
red pomegranate seeds.
I enjoyed the guacamole with my
cocktail, La Vida, which is made
with Espolon Resposado, fresh carrot and lemon juice, fresh ginger
and wildflower honey.
Space heaters kept us warm
throughout the night, which started
with ahi tuna that arrived on three
thin white medallions of jicama. On
top was pickled kohlrabi, samba
aioli, daikon sprouts and fried garlic. My only wish was that the base
was thicker to hold all the layers, so
I could pop each one into my
mouth, instead of using a fork.
The second starter, taco el
padroni, was spectacular. It was
served on a circular wood base
under a smoking tall glass lid. Once
lifted, the aromatic vapors rose and
evaporated, revealing an exquisite
small blue tortilla that was topped
with grilled Japanese A5 Wagyu.
Dots of bright orange escabeche
puree, made with pickled carrots
and onions, elevated this taco to a
new level. On top there was a
slightly sweet and creamy whipped
creme fraiche, sprinkling of micro
greens and shimmering and edible
gold leaf shavings.
For entrées, we ordered the
Branzino Zarandeado served
Jalisco-style. Chef Pablo butterflies
the whole fish and grills it until the
skin is crispy. It’s gorgeously presented on a platter with more

photo by Jill Weinlein

The tres leches cake at Toca Madera tastes as good as it looks.

escabeche purée, grilled tomatillos
and avocado salsa, charred cherry
tomatoes, sliced radish, cilantro and
a sprinkling of greens and tiny purple flowers that tasted like oysters.
Another entrée on the chef’s signature menu is a 40-ounce
American Wagyu named the Toca
Tomahawk. It’s rubbed with a
chipotle charcoal and artisanal
salts, and cooked with garlic and
truffle butter.
New side dishes include truffle
mac and cheese, truffle fries and
street corn in a bowl. The corn is
cooked in boiling water with spices,
herbs and salt and cut off the cob.
It’s then mixed with lime juice, a
little queso fresco and chile powder.

It was simple, light and delicious.
Save room for the visually
impressive desserts, especially the
three-layer tres leches cake served
with mixed berries, a mint leaf and
flower. We also enjoyed a small key
lime tart made with a slightly sweet
graham cracker crust, and meringue
that was torched gently until
caramelized. Pretty yellow flowers
offer a pop of color on the plate.
Sitting outside under warm
heaters to enjoy thoughtfully curated food and beverages will ignite
an unmatched sensory experience
for guests dining at Toca Madera.
$$$ Open weeknights at 4 p.m. and
weekends at 11 a.m. 8450 W. Third
St., (323)852-9400.
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‘The Queen’s Gambit’ elevates chess to its rightful place

Good writing embarks on the
unknown, domestic and intergalactic. Don’t condescend. Don’t generalize. “The Queen’s Gambit”
understands that, presenting a highstakes mid-century series equally
involved in game tactics and
human drama. Frankly, chess has
never felt this significant, at least in
the public eye this century.
At a young age, Beth Harmon
(played by Isla Johnston in her preteen years) endures girlhood in an
orphanage that shares more in
common with a mental institution
than an ethical childcare facility.
Tranquilizers are standard for all
ages. Admins just can’t allow girls
to act up like boys.
Beth cares little for the gendered
activities surrounding her, but she
obsesses over a game the custodian
Mr. Shaibel (Bill Camp) plays by
himself in the basement. She
knows nothing about it, but those
64 squares on a board accent her
nightly tranq trips. The ceiling
morphs into a board riddled with
various unnamed pieces dancing
from A6 to E2.
Eventually Beth, now older
(Anya Taylor-Joy), finds a mother
in Alma Wheatley (Marielle
Heller), who exploits Beth’s
emerging chess abilities. Their
arrangement begins more maternal,
but adopted mom’s many challenges prevent a more stable relationship from taking root. And so,
they embark on a road of competitive gaming to pay the bills.
While “The Queen’s Gambit”
explores the world of competitive
chess, it’s a character piece at heart.
Luckily, Taylor-Joy is magnificent,
presenting a complex character
taught to “conceal, don’t feel,” to
bring “Frozen’s” bleak creed into
live action. This performance is
sure to win big come awards season, but Taylor-Joy has an established history on screens, big and
small.
She broke out in 2015’s “The
Witch,” riding the horror train,
along with various period roles like
“Emma,” earlier this year. She
even returned to the big screen a
few months ago in the last “XMen” film produced prior and then
during Disney’s acquisition of 20th
Century Fox’s critically panned

Project Angel Food in WeHo
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Anya Taylor-Joy portrays Beth Harmon, who has an incomparable command of chess, in “The Queen’s Gambit.”

“The New Mutants.”
That didn’t hurt her now; TaylorJoy will only lavish in more profound and rich stories going forward, including as a young Furiosa
in a “Mad Max: Fury Road” prequel. But it’s hard to imagine any
of that topping her performance
here, and she owes at least something to writer-director Scott
Frank.

“The Queen’s
Gambit” is one of
the few of joys
2020 has to offer.
In the hands of a lesser writer,
“The Queen’s Gambit” would
spend more time demanding viewers accept Beth’s incomparable
command of the board without
bothering to do any homework on
play (see “science” in any disaster
actioner). Not so here. From openings to end game (take a look at
episode names for more Easter
eggs on chess key terms), chess
research and related jargon results
in a story more akin to a Ken Burns
production than something more
watered down.
Frank (creator of Netflix’s
“Godless”), who wrote and directed the whole show, treats each
entry like a sequence in a uniform
composition. Credits separating
episode could easily swap out with
fades to black or immediate transi-

tions, morphing this miniseries into
a long, but never dull, theatric
experience.
“The Queen’s Gambit” is a gorgeous thanks to the technical mastery of various divisions: Gabriele
Binder’s costume design, Uli
Hanisch’s production design and
cinematography
by
Steven
Meizler. A special shout out
belongs to editor Michelle Tesoro
(“When They See Us,” “On the
Basis of Sex”) for splicing this
series in ways that challenge the
assumed primacy of chronology.
For all its aesthetic magic, season two might not be on the horizon. Billed as a limited series (who
knows how that differs from a
miniseries), “The Queen’s Gambit”
provides a clear ending – an oh-so
satisfying one, at that. But hitting
No. 1 on the Netflix top 10 for the
U.S. might change things.
That boded well for other series
like “Fargo” and “True Detective,”
rebranded as anthologies following
their inaugural success. Then
again, HBO’s “Watchmen” reevaluated this label toward the end,
considering its ending more final,
despite critical and mass success.
So it could return if all parties
involved so desire, but who
knows? For now, “The Queen’s
Gambit” is one of the few of joys
2020 has to offer. Thank chess.
Thank Frank Scott. Thank Anya
Taylor-Joy.
Thank
Netflix.
Regardless, prepare to cry over
chess and lost innocence; perhaps
they’re the same thing.

‘Electricidad’ premieres Nov. 22 on CTG's digital stage
The premiere of the multicamera,
virtually produced reading of Luis
Alfaro’s “Electricidad,” will take
place on Nov. 22 at 5 p.m. The
show will be presented on Center
Theatre Group’s Digital Stage in
partnership with the Getty.
“Electricidad” is the modern
adaptation of a Greek classic and is
part of the “The Greek Trilogy of
Luis Alfaro.” Transplanting themes
of the ancient Greek tragedies into
the streets of Los Angeles, “The
Greek Trilogy of Luis Alfaro” gives
voice to the concerns of the
Chicanx and wider Latinx communities.
The trilogy launches with
“Oedipus El Rey” on Nov. 13 and
also includes “Mojada” premiering
on Nov. 20. Each reading will be
available on demand until Jan. 20,
2021. All three readings will be free
to the public and performed in
English with Spanish captioning
available.
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CTG Creative Collective member
Luis Alfaro’s “The Greek Trilogy of
Luis Alfaro” will launch Center
Theatre Group’s Live from the KDT.

Alfaro is a Chicano writer known
for his work in poetry, theatre, short
stories, performance and journal-

ism. He is the recipient of a
MacArthur Foundation Fellowship
and was recently awarded the PEN
America/Laura Pels International
Foundation Theater Award for a
Master Dramatist.
Directed by Laurie Woolery, the
cast of “Electricidad” includes
Esperanza America, Sal Lopez,
Eddie Ruiz and others. In the days
following the murder of her father
by her mother, Electricidad is committed to vengeance. To get it,
she’ll need her brother, Orestes, to
return from Las Vegas and help her
finish the job.
Transporting
Sophocles’
“Electra” to the Los Angeles barrios, Luis Alfaro’s “Electricidad”
investigates violence, loss, and
redemption through the lens of this
age-old tragedy. “Electricidad” was
previously produced at the Mark
Taper Forum in 2005.
For more information, visit centertheatregroup.org/digitalstage.

Cast members of the TV show “Melrose Place” attended a fundraiser on Melrose Place supporting Project Angel Food in this photograph
from the Nov. 12, 1992, issue of the Park Labrea News and Beverly
Press. Project Angel Food President David Kessler, left, was shown
with event co-chair and businesswoman Madeleine Gallay, actor
Thomas Calabro and actress Daphne Zuniga, and benefit co-chairs
Michael Childers and Berry Perkins, wife of the late actor Anthony
Perkins. At the time, Project Angel Food was providing daily meals to
400 people with AIDS, according to the accompanying article. The
organization currently distributes meals to 2,100 people suffering from
illnesses each day, and recently delivered its 13th millionth meal.

‘WeHo Sounds’ launches virtually
The city of West Hollywood is
launching its 2020-21 WeHo
Sounds free virtual concert series,
which will take place on Friday
evenings at 6 p.m. online at
weho.org/wehosounds every week.
The virtual series, organized by
the city’s Arts Division. begins on
Friday, Nov. 20, with Murphy’s
Flaw. Featuring instrumental solos
on fiddle, mandolin and dobro, guitar
and tight vocal harmonies, the
group’s repertoire includes bluegrass
standards as well as music by The
Beatles, Everly Brothers, Bob Dylan,
Hank Williams and Patsy Cline.
The second performer in the
series will be Pasadena-based R&B

singer and songwriter Astyn Turr,
on Friday, Dec. 4. Turr is the featured background vocalist on Leslie
Odom’s latest album “Mr.”
On Friday, Dec. 18, Brazilian and
world music band Farofa will perform traditional rhythms blended
with modern stylings and influences. Bronsen Vidas takes the virtual stage on Friday, Jan. 1, performing jazzy pop music.
The series continues in 2021 with
Steve Thachuk and Sarah Wass on
Jan. 15, Katalyst on Jan. 29, Chris
Hutton on Feb. 12, and Satin
Ragdoll and The Misfit Toys on
Feb. 26.
Visit weho.org/wehosounds.
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L.A.’s Largest
Selection of
Floor Covering

Linoleum • Vinyl Tile • Fiber Floor •
Laminate Floors • Azrock VCT • Rubber
Prices so low you’ll be floored!
We understand your needs and deliver promptly.
Professionally installed or Do-It-Yourself!

4849 Santa Monica Blvd. • (323)469-0063 • www.linocity.com
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Ford Motor Co. donates 2 million LAUSD serves 75M meals in COVID-19 relief effort
protective masks to LAUSD
The Ford Motor Company
Fund joined Los Angeles Unified
School District’s community
relief efforts this week with the
donation of 2 million protective
facial masks for use by students,
teachers and staff at schools.
“We are committed to the highest standard of safety in our
schools, including making sure
everyone has a mask to help
reduce the spread of the virus,”
Superintendent Austin Beutner
said. “We are grateful Ford has
joined with us in this unprecedented effort to provide a safety net to
the students and families we
serve.”
The single-use masks offer
three-ply protection and will be
distributed at schools across
LAUSD. The masks were donated
to LA Students Most in Need, the
charity
established
by
Superintendent Beutner to support
Los Angeles Unified’s nationleading relief effort.
“Protecting the health of students, families, workers and others at risk in our communities is

the top priority as we continue to
fight back against this unprecedented pandemic,” Ford Fund
Director
of
Community
Development Pamela Alexander
said. “We are proud to add these
masks to our ongoing community
support in the Los Angeles area,
knowing we are at our best when
we all come together to help.”
During the nearly eight months
since school facilities closed,
LAUSD has been joined by thousands of individuals, businesses
and philanthropic organizations
who have provided money and
donations totaling more than $29
million to support the relief effort.
Last week, LAUSD passed a
milestone of providing more than
75 million meals and more than 10
million items of needed supplies
to students and their families.
The donation by Ford Motor
Company Fund, the automaker’s
philanthropic arm, is part of the
company’s Project Apollo, which
will deliver 10 million masks
nationwide to communities in
need.

Chicano Batman at the Bowl Nov. 13
The
eighth
episode
of
Sound/Stage, the LA Phil’s series of
concert films, will feature L.A.’s
own genre-defying Chicano
Batman in their Hollywood Bowl
debut on Friday, Nov. 13, at 10 a.m.
The sound of Chicano Batman
has never fit into a particular box –
the band is often described through
their influences, which range from
1960s Brazilian Tropicália and
Delfonics-style soul to Afro-Cuban
rumbas and the funk-jazz of Herbie
Hancock’s Headhunters period.
Their Sound/Stage performance
will include a set of six songs drawing from their new album “Invisible
People” that demonstrates their
eclectic and expansive range.
Featured on the virtual platform
is an online conversation with the
band in which they talk about their

cross-cultural influences, the beauty of art and how songwriting is a
way of creating your own reality.
The band also provides a playlist
highlighting
their
favorite
Hollywood Bowl performances,
further illustrating the eclecticism
of their own interests and the
Bowl’s programming.
Also featured on the site is a
guest essay by Walter ThompsonHernández accompanied by art created by Thompson-Hernández’
friend Lila Ash, an illustrator for
The New Yorker.
All Sound/Stage performances
are filmed outdoors at the
Hollywood Bowl under strict
adherence to public health guidelines, with all performers maintaining social distance.
Visit laphil.com/soundstage.

Rosewood STEM Magnet
Urban Planning & Urban Design

We n Our Students!

NOW ENROLLING!
Be a part of the first Urban Planning
and Urban Design STEM magnet in LAUSD!
Rosewood is a community that nurtures the whole child and through
a STEM focus, with an urban planning and urban design theme,
there are many pathways to meet your child’s interests.
Rosewood has a full time music teacher with students
receiving music theory, keyboarding and ukulele.
Students take part in the Mindfulness Lab, Science Lab,
Technology Lab, and our brand new Makerspace.
Rosewood is also a Social Emotional Focus school.

Contact our main office for guidance with the application process.

Your child may be eligible for transportation.
Visit www.rosewoodelementary.org or call (323)651-0166

503 N. Croft Avenue Los Angeles, CA 90048

The Los Angeles Unified School
District has provided more than 75
million meals to students and their
families in need the school district
announced this week.
A total of 75.5 million meals,
along with more than 10 million
items of needed supplies, have been
provided to schools since the district began serving meals in support
of the COVID-19 relief effort on
March 17.
This relief effort has already provided 50% more meals than were
given to victims of Hurricane
Katrina, and it is the largest, schoolbased relief effort in the nation’s
history, according to an LAUSD
press release.
LAUSD has been joined by thousands of individuals, businesses and

Superintendent Austin Beutner

philanthropic organizations who
have provided money and in-kind
donations totaling more than $29
million to LA Students Most in
Need, the charitable fund created

by Superintendent Austin Beutner
to support the relief effort.
“The need continues and so will
our efforts until students can return
to schools,” Superintendent Beutner
said. “We knew the need would be
great and we stepped up to do what
we can to help. I’m grateful for all
who are part of this effort as we are
truly in this together.”
“We are proud to be running this
record-breaking meal operation to
support our students, families and
communities through this crisis,”
said board member Nick Melvoin,
4th District. “Thank you, as well, to
all the essential employees, volunteers and partners who have all
helped make this operation possible.”
To donate, text NEED to 76278
or visit lastudentsmostinneed.org.

New West Symphony offers ‘Tour of India’ on Nov. 15
New West Symphony continues
its 2020-21 reimagined season of
“Global Sounds, Local Cultures”
on Sunday, Nov. 15, at 3 p.m. with
“A Tour of India.” The digital
Sunday concert will be the culmination of a weekend of activities
highlighting the profound impact
that Indian culture and lifestyle
have had on greater Los Angeles.
“Southern California has long
been home to musicians, innovators and educators sharing the storied traditions of Indian culture
and Indian classical music,” said
conductor Michael Christie, who
serves as artistic and music director. “European and American
composers have been drawing on
India’s vibrant musical language
and engrossing formal structures
for well over a century so we are
delighted to be able to now share
some of this incredible music and
the musicians who make it come
alive.”
In collaboration with L.A.based composer Reena Esmail,
UCLA’s
Rahul
Neuman,
Hindustani soprano Saili Oak and
tenor Sean Panikkar, the Nov. 15
concert will explore the influences
that Indian and western classical
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New West Symphony conductor Michael Christie will conduct “A Tour
of India” on Sunday.

musical traditions have upon each
other. Coinciding with the Indian
holiday of Diwali, the Nov. 15
program will also include an interview with Anaheim city Mayor
Harry Singh Sidhu who will discuss his experience as an IndianAmerican elected official and the
only current Indian-American
mayor in California.
Preceding the concert, on
Friday, Nov. 13, the New West
Symphony will conduct “Culture
Insights and Entr’Acte,” highlighting dance and yoga traditions
in India. The program will culmi-

nate with a performance by Arun
Mathai, a professionally trained
Bharatanatayam dancer accompanied by violinist Kiran Athreya.
On Saturday, Nov. 14, the program will include performances
by Saili Oak and Sean Panikkar as
well interviews with the artists.
A Tour of India is the second in a
season of eight festivals being held
through June 2021 designed to spotlight the vivid cultural influences
that have shaped classical music
and Southern California itself.
For more information, visit
newwestsymphony.org.
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The Autry hosts American Indian Arts Marketplace
Celebrate contemporary and traditional Native art at the Autry
Museum of the American West’s
13th annual American Indian Arts
Marketplace, which will be held
virtually this year on Saturday and
Sunday, Nov. 14 and 15.
Purchase one-of-a-kind artwork
and view films, talks and a live
virtual Short Play Festival from
Native Voices, the Autry’s resident
theater company. All events are
free.
The
online
marketplace
includes artists from across the
country selling sculptures, pottery,
beadwork, basketry, photography,
paintings, jewelry, textiles, wooden carvings and mixed-media
works. All transactions, including
payment and shipping, will be
made directly with the artists, with
them receiving all proceeds.
The event will also include prerecorded artist and keynote talks,
film
programming
from
Indigenous directors, a new
episode of “Tending Nature” from
KCET, a digital version of the
Autry’s latest exhibition “When I
Remember I See Red,” a short
documentary on the marketplace
and the Native Voices Artists
Ensemble’s live presentation of
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The annual marketplace features works by Native artists, as well as
short plays, discussions, film screenings and other programming.

the 10th annual Short Play
Festival, titled “More Than
Moccasins.”
The marketplace will be held on
Nov. 14, from, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The one-day digital engagement
will be held through Hopin, a live
online events platform where
attendees can learn, interact and
connect with Native artists.
Hopin’s Expo area will feature
live digital booths where event
goers can virtually “walk around”
and directly engage with artists.
For information and to register,
visit theautry.org/marketplace.
The Native Voices’ Short Play

Festival will be held on Nov. 14
and 15, at 1:30 p.m. via Zoom.
The talks and other programs will
be available on-demand all weekend. A program with Autry
President and CEO, W. Richard
West Jr., and Vice President of
Native Collections and Ahmanson
Curator of Native American
History and Culture Joe D. Horse
Capture will cover related to
Native
arts
and
culture.
Screenings, salon conversations
and artists talks will also be featured.
For
information,
visit
theautry.org/marketplace.
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Keith Mayerson’s “Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King, Jr.,” (2006), is
one of the artworks featured in the “Visions in Light: Windows on The
Wallis” exhibit.

The Wallis’ windows will transform
with ‘Visions in Light’ on Nov. 19-29
TZ Projects, the city of Beverly
Hills and Wallis Annenberg Center
for the Performing Arts have
announced the upcoming launch of
“Visions in Light: Windows on The
Wallis” on display nightly from
Thursday, Nov. 19, through Sunday,
Nov. 29, from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Projected on the windows of The
Wallis, “Visions in Light” is a free
drive-by art exhibit featuring over
40 established and emerging artists
of diverse cultures portraying work
meant to inspire joy, wonder and
awareness. Curated by nationallyrenowned art experts, “Visions in
Light” will feature works by Awol
Erizku, Hank Willis Thomas and
the For Freedoms Billboard
Collective, Lezley Saar, Alison
Saar, Gajin Fujita, Bhanu Kapil,
Greg Ito, Cleo Wade, Paul Rusconi,
Damien Hirst, Simphiwe Ndzube,
Patrick Martinez, Lauren Halsey,
Gabriella Sanchez, Summer Wheat,
Keith Mayerson, Forrest Kirk,
Genevieve
Gaignard,
Diane
Holland, Adrienne Adar, Greg Ito,
Cam Hicks, Gregory Siff, Spencer
Mar Guilburt, Terry O'Neill and
more.
“‘Visions in Light: Windows on
The Wallis’ is concerned with the
power of art and culture to speak
for a diverse humanity,” said TZ
Projects producers Torie Zalben
and Liana Weston. “The show, a
video display, comprises various
media, still and moving, projected
onto the windows of The Wallis
Annenberg Center for the
Performing Arts. The windows
serve not only to present the show
physically, but also to stand
metaphorically for seeing beyond
one’s own point of view. Art thus
becomes a tool for justice and harmony.”
Beverly Hills Arts and Culture
Vice Chair Deborah Frank quoted
artist Shirin Neshat in describing
the exhibit.
“This is a moment for transition

in American Society,” Frank said.
“Art is reflective of its environment, and these featured works
echo the sentiment of our nation’s
collective soul.”
“Visions in Light: Windows on
The Wallis” is part of the Embrace
and Celebrate Culture initiative, a
new citywide inter-commission
collaboration to celebrate diversity
and create a greater culture of inclusion, equity and belonging in
Beverly Hills. Deborah Frank and
Stephanie Vahn, of the Arts and
Culture Commission, and Annette
Saleh and Karen Popovich Levyn,
of
the
Human
Relations
Commission, are working together
to find relevant ways to showcase
global arts and cultural art forms;
support local artists, arts and service organizations; and honor community-based individuals and philanthropists.
“This is a wonderful venue to
commemorate diverse humanity in
Beverly Hills,” Levyn said. “The
collaboration of the inter-commissions, the Arts and Culture and the
Human Relations commissions are
an exciting joint alliance to continue to embrace civility, diversity and
inclusion in Beverly Hills.”
Donors include the Kranzberg
Arts Foundation, Lili and Jon
Bosse, Domino Realty, Shawn Far,
Josh Flagg, Jeff Hyland and Rick
Hilton, K. Period Media, Konheim
Family, Rochelle Maize Luxury
Estates, Mapleton Investments,
Stephanie and Leon Vahn, Liana,
Helen and Richard Weston, Eden
Alpert, Hrishikesh Desai and
Justine Roach, Forte Wellness Inc.,
Deborah Frank, David Freitag,
Diane Holland, Forrest L. Kirk,
Scott Levenson, Ned Low, Patricia
Van Ronkel Low, Max Ostrow,
Annette and Marc Saleh, Sanam
Shamtobi, Skin Style Beverly Hills
and Kevin Whittaker.
For information, visit tzprojects.org.

CHLA offers tools for COVID-19 screening at schools
Children's Hospital Los Angeles
is partnering with schools throughout Los Angeles County to provide
access to a digital COVID-19
symptom assessment tool, which
will play an important role as
schools prepare to reopen for inperson instruction.
The web-based tool is available
in five languages and prompts individuals to answer questions about
symptoms they may be experiencing that are consistent with the
coronavirus, including cough,

shortness of breath or fever, and
whether they’ve had close contact
with anyone who has tested positive for COVID-19. Per reopening
protocols for K-12 schools in L.A.
County, schools are required to present proof of ability to screen students, staff and visitors prior to
campus entry.
CHLA has committed to making
the tool free to all schools, but
requiring schools to pay hosting
fees.
“As part of a robust suite of pro-

tocols to keep students safe,
CHLA’s symptom assessment tool
can serve as a first step for families
to start their day together with a
health check-in to understand their
symptoms and affirm their health,”
said Omkar Kulkarni, chief innovation officer at Children’s Hospital
Los Angeles.
School administrators interested
in learning about the program are
urged to contact the CHLA
Innovation Studio by emailing
innovationstudio@chla.usc.edu.

OPENINGS
in K-5th GRADES
Click here
or go to our website
to check for
distance learning
updates.
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Holocaust Museum LA features Edith Flagg collection
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Dance company Evidence will perform “Grace,” which is dedicated to
Alvin Ailey.

UCLA presents ‘Grace@20’ on Nov. 12
UCLA’s Center for the Art of
Performance will present Ronald
K. Brown/Evidence’s “Grace@20”
on Thursday, Nov. 12, through
Sunday, Nov. 14. Prerecorded at
Bard College in New York, the performance will be free to enjoy at
CAP UCLA Online.
“Grace,” one of choreographer
Brown’s signature pieces, premiered in 1999 performed by Alvin
Ailey American Dance Theater.
“Grace” is an ode to God's grace
and is dedicated to the legacy of
Alvin Ailey. The dance weaves the
story of a goddess’ journey to earth
to spread grace among humans,

ultimately welcoming them to
heaven, set to a score that includes
works of Duke Ellington, Roy
Davis Jr. and Fela Anikulapo Kuti.
The three-day celebration begins
on Nov. 12 at 7 p.m. with an online
screening of “Grace” followed by a
live discussion with Brown. On
Nov. 13 at 3 p.m., an all-levels community dance class will be offered
live. To conclude, an online community conversation between Brown
and special guests will be held Nov.
14 at 3 p.m. to discuss artistic
expression and forms of grace.
For more information, visit
cap.ucla.edu/landing/capconnect.
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Los Angeles native Lyle Mackston has been selected as a top 10 in
a worldwide talent search, “Give My Regards.”

Local drag queen chosen for top
10 in international competition
Lyle Mackston of Los Angeles
has been selected as a top 10
contestant on “Give my
Regards,” a national talent
search put on by Spot-On Arts
Academy, a unique multidisciplinary virtual art academy
taught by award winning artists.
The academy announced its
initial top 20 contestants last
August from a pool of emerging
artists spanning across 46 states
and seven countries, with the top
10 having been selected after
nearly three months of mentorship and training from teaching
artists, internal judging and a
popular public vote.
In the coming months, a
celebrity panel of judges from
Hollywood and Broadway will
review each contestant to select
six semi-finalists, and finally, a
grand-prize winner who will be
awarded a featured role in a
future Spot On Symphony con-

cert in 2021.
Judges include Kate Flannery
(“The Office”), Joe Iconis (“Be
More Chill”), Anthony Rapp
(“Rent”) and others.
“Our top 20 worked tirelessly
over the last few months to roll
up their sleeves and dive into the
content of their original submissions,” said Scott Coulter, the
competition’s founder. “Their
tremendous growth and exploration of their craft during this
time of extended closures for the
arts community has reinvigorated the hope of the stars of tomorrow who remain undeterred
from uncertainty of the future.
We are proud to present these
top 10 talents to these esteemed
judges, and move closer to
choosing a grand prize winner
and putting them in the spotlight, where they belong.”
For more information, visit
spot-onartsacademy.com.

The Holocaust Museum LA
will present “Inside the (acid-free)
Box: A Behind-the-Scenes Look
at the Edith Flagg Collection,” on
Tuesday, Nov. 17, at 4 p.m. Led
by Jordanna Gessler, the museum’s vice president of education
and exhibits, and Christie
Jovanovic, collection manager,
the event will also feature a conversation with “Million Dollar
Listing Los Angeles” star Josh
Flagg, Edith’s grandson and
Holocaust Museum LA board
member.
At the upcoming event, Josh
Flagg will share insights into his
grandmother’s spectacular life
and her influence on his immense
success in television and real
estate.The two appeared together

in a number of episodes together
on “Million Dollar Listing Los
Angeles” and before her passing,
Josh Flagg authored her 2009
biography, “A Simple Girl: Stories
My Grandmother Told Me.”
Born in Romania on Nov. 1,
1919, Edith Flagg was the first
person to import polyester into the
U.S. as a fashion designer. She
attended school in Vienna and
later moved to Holland where she
lived with her first husband, Hans.
Facing increasing restrictions and
discrimination with the Nazi invasion of the Netherlands in 1940,
the couple went into hiding and
soon became members of the
Dutch Underground, securing
false papers and helping other
Jews evade Nazi capture and

deportation.
Edith Flagg would go on to
assume a number of false identities, using these to make connections in local communities and
acquire food and supplies. She
emigrated to the United States in
1948 and launched her clothing
line in 1956, which she built into a
multimillion-dollar enterprise.
Edith also became a noted philanthropist and supported organizations such as the United Jewish
Welfare Fund and City of Hope.
She died in 2014.
A minimum $12 donation is
requested. For information, visit
holocaustmuseumla.org/eventdetails/inside-the-acid-free-box-abehind-the-scenes-look-at-theedith-flagg-collection.

LACMA to screen ‘Sound of Metal’ on Nov. 14
Join FILM at LACMA for a digital screening of “Sound of Metal”
on Saturday, Nov. 14, at 7:30 p.m.
The movie, which will be available on Amazon Prime on Dec. 4,
was co-written by Darius Marder
and Abraham Marder, directed by
Darius Marder, and stars Riz
Ahmed and Olivia Cooke. In addition to giving people a unique
opportunity to see the movie free of
charge, the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art will also host a
post-screening conversation with
Ahmed and Darius Marder.
In this feature film, the life of an
itinerant punk-metal drummer
begins to unravel when he suddenly
loses his hearing, and with it, his
identity. During a series of adrenaline-fueled one-night gigs, punk-
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Riz Ahmed stars as a punk-metal drummer who begins to experience
intermittent hearing loss in “Sound of Metal.”

metal drummer Ruben (Ahmed)
begins to experience intermittent
hearing loss. When a specialist tells
him his condition will rapidly worsen, he thinks his music career – and
with it his life – is over. His bandmate and girlfriend Lou (Cooke)
checks the recovering heroin addict

into a secluded sober house for the
deaf in hopes it will prevent a
relapse and help him learn to adapt
to his new situation.
RSVP in order to receive a link to
this screening.
For more information, visit
lacma.org.
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WeHo to focus on coronavirus pandemic relief
From page 1

fight the SCAG numbers that are
coming to us. We need to accept
these numbers and [look at] how
we’re going to meet it. People are
facing a housing crisis and it’s time
to focus on building housing,”
Erickson said.
In an email, Shyne added that she
supports the decision to appeal the
RHNA numbers.
“I do agree with the city’s appeal
and look forward to receiving a
more attainable and realistic goal,”
she said. “Our city has been at the
forefront of the housing conversation including constructing new
units, supportive services and protecting existing units.”
Shyne and Erickson both said
they plan to work with Mayor
Lindsey Horvath and continue the
work of outgoing Mayor Pro
Tempore John Heilman in pushing
for Metro’s Crenshaw Northern
Extension to bring rail service to
West Hollywood.
Erickson said his biggest priority
will be communicating with stakeholders who could be affected by
the rail line. For instance, the route
that travels up San Vicente
Boulevard would service CedarsSinai Medical Center, and the hospital’s input will be key, Erickson
said.
“I plan to join Mayor Lindsey
Horvath on these issues, and I know
it’s a priority for Sepi, but we’re
looking at the EIR process and outreach to communities is critical –
outreach to our renters, our homeowners, our businesses,” he said.
Erickson said it’s also important

for the city to consider related transportation issues, such as e-scooters
and protected bike lanes, that will
allow people to get to the rail stations without a car. Erickson noted
that residents were concerned about
people using the scooters “safely
and responsibly,” as well as riders
“parking them anywhere and everywhere,” but he would like to see the
city resume discussions about a
pilot program with the scooter companies.
“Our residents want them. Our
businesses want them, and that’s
something that we critically saw
when we saw people who got
involved in this race, transportation
issues were big,” Erickson said.
In an email, Shyne said “eScooters are a great opportunity to
diversify
our
transportation
options,” though they come with
tradeoffs.
“As we have seen with other
cities across L.A. County, they can
have severe quality of life impacts.
I believe if we are going to move
forward with a pilot program it
should be geo-targeted and limited
in scope,” she said.
Shyne said financing the rail line
will also be a major consideration,
especially considering the current
economic downturn.
“I think Metro is really continuing and coming up with creative
ways of financing. We’ll have to
see what comes before us, given the
pandemic and the economic downturn, but thank goodness we have a
new president, which will be very
helpful for us to get the funding we

need regionally and from the federal government. I’m going to fight
alongside my colleagues to get
some funding come next year for
our city,” Shyne said.
Erickson and Shyne said they’d
also like to see the city make more
progress in helping people experiencing homelessness connect with services and permanent housing. Both
suggested the city could relocate
homeless services from the library
and contract with more homeless outreach services to allow deputies from
the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s
Department to focus on other issues
besides homelessness.
Shyne noted that while the
LASD’s Mental Evaluation Team,
which pairs trained deputies with
social workers, “has worked really
well to get our unhoused neighbors
the care they need and into housing,” the city needs “to look at
increasing our MET teams.”
“[West Hollywood should] really
shift to more community-based
approaches that will be beneficial to
everyone in the community and free
up our sheriffs to really have the
time to do what they’re the experts
at doing, solving violent crime, and
focus their resources on the things
they’re experts in,” Shyne said.
Erickson said relocating the
homeless outreach from the library
might face pushback from residents
and business owners near the new
location, and it will take a great deal
of public outreach to garner enough
support.
“I really need people who are
going to come to the City Council

Ordinance passes after three council meetings
From page 1

than the proverbial camel of uncontrollable new development to get its
nose inside the city’s tent,” Angel
said.” It is a Trojan horse at the
city’s gates, not filled with gifts but
with adverse environmental and
health effects, loss of quality of life
and diminished value of local environmental amenities for your constituents.”
City Attorney Laurence Wiener
and other city staff members disagreed with Angel’s analysis, but
Mirisch wanted the council to hold
off on voting in order to “do further
due diligence.” Mayor Lester
Friedman disagreed with Mirisch.
“I do appreciate the minority
view of Mr. Angel … if you pay for
it, you can get an opinion that
opposes the city attorney or the
city’s view. I think that’s what
we’ve gotten here,” Friedman said.
Friedman also pointed to a provision proposed by Councilwoman
Lili Bosse in which the mixed-use
ordinance will be reexamined in six
months, and again six months after
that.
“The fact that we can review it in
the future is important also,”
Friedman said.
Bosse said the inclusion of the
review period was important in her
decision to support the mixed-use
ordinance, though she added that
allowing more mixed use in the city
has benefits of its own, and not just
the ability of the city to better satisfy the state mandate to plan for
3,143 new housing units before
2029 as part of the Regional
Housing Needs Assessment.
“I see mixed use as a positive for
our community. It promotes healthy
living, housing for seniors, affordable housing, smaller units, less dri-
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The blue areas denote where mixed-use projects are allowed in Beverly
Hills with Planning Commission approval.

ving, less traffic, it promotes the village-style mix of retail, restaurants
and different types of housing,”
Bosse said.
Councilman Julian Gold and
Vice Mayor Robert Wunderlich
agreed with Bosse’s assessment.
“The one thing that we lack is the
pedestrian [perspective], and here
we have the ability to really create
[a pedestrian-friendly environment]
… It does create community, it does
create walkability. In the area of the
Metro, it allows for a lifestyle that is
not dependent upon the automobile,” Gold said.
Wunderlich added that the
mixed-use overlay zone will help
prevent confusion for residents and
developers and avoid situations
where each individual project
requires full City Council approval.
“I think that having an overall
plan for mixed use is better than
one-off zoning. I think it will be an
economic benefit for the city,”
Wunderlich said.

“The one thing
that we lack is
the pedestrian
[perspective], and
here we have the
ability to
really create
[a pedestrianfriendly
environment] …
It does create
community,
it does create
walkability.”
-Julian Gold,
Beverly Hills City Councilman
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Sepi Shyne

meetings and advocate and fight for
that, because there are a lot of people who won’t want homeless services or outreach shelter next to
their house … Obviously, it would
come with outreach for those communities and outreach to those
neighbors, and I will be the first one
there advocating for this and letting
the neighbors know that we’re
going to do this right,” he said.
Erickson and Shyne also
expressed excitement for the new
demographics they bring to the
council.
Erickson, 34, said he’s excited to
bring youth to the council.
“Fifty percent of the city is under
the age of 40, and I’m excited to
serve in this role because it’s been
a while since our city has had
someone young in the way who
knows the issues we’re facing, student loan debt, getting a job, having someone ‘your age’ fighting for

these things, and I think the next
generation of leadership is critical.
I’m really humbled and excited to
get to work on behalf of everyone
in the city of West Hollywood and
fight for the future we believe in,”
he said.
Shyne, the first woman of color
to serve on the council, said she
wants to bring more diversity to the
city.
“I’ve talked about having more
gender equity and diversity on our
commission and boards. I intend to
do my part to make it reality … I’m
thrilled and so, so humbled and
grateful for the really strong support from voters and my campaign
has always been about bringing the
people’s voices to City Hall. I’ve
often been called the people’s candidate, and I hope to continue being
the people’s council member
through my term here in West
Hollywood,” she said.
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Raman begins to assemble Portal to provide second subway entrance
staff for first council term
From page 1

From page 1

Ridley-Thomas are scheduled to
be sworn in on Dec. 14. Raman
said during the next four weeks,
she will assemble her staff in
consultation with members of her
campaign team as well as current
and former city officials. She
cited former Los Angeles City
Administrative Officer Miguel
Santana as an advisor. Raman
formerly worked in his office in
2004, focusing on ways to
address homelessness.
“Council members have
reached out to me and I have
reached out to other council
members for their advice during
the transition. I am already in
communication with David Ryu
himself and his office, and they
have been incredibly generous in
offering their support through the
transition, and I’m so grateful for
that,” Raman said. “And [I am in
contact] with some of the new
and old City Hall contacts that I
have. I used to work with Miguel
Santana, who was the CAO, and
with others from that universe
who have been in touch with me
through the campaign but now
are explicitly advising me on
putting together a staff and the
structure of the office, and getting things in place so that we can
hit the ground running.”
Raman said she is in the
process of developing specific
plans for addressing issues, but
knows homelessness and housing will be a major focus. Raman
co-founded SELAH, a grassroots
organization addressing homelessness in the Silver Lake, Echo
Park, Los Feliz, Atwater Village
and Hollywood communities,
and focused on homelessness
when she formerly served on the
Silver Lake Neighborhood
Council.
“Housing and homelessness
issues are what brought me to
run for the seat. Housing and
homelessness, which includes
the rising cost of housing and the
rise in homelessness over the
past few years, continue to be
among the most important issues
facing the city and the district,”
Raman said. “What I’m doing
over the next few weeks is to figure out how I can make some of
the ideas that I had, policy ideas
that I put together during the
campaign, into a reality – what it
will take, what kind of discussions I need to be having, what
kind of resources I need to be
drawing upon to make them a
reality.”
Raman added that the
COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated the homelessness problem, and she will be looking at
ways to provide relief with the
hope of preventing people from
losing housing. For people currently experiencing homelessness, she cited more direct outreach in communities with teams
better trained in getting people
the help they need.
“I will say that the pandemic
has changed priorities for everybody. In terms of housing issues,
with people who were already
facing housing insecurity, those
issues have worsened,” Raman
added. “Responding to the pandemic and making sure our district and our residents are supported in this moment to stay

housed, to stay fed and to stay
healthy, and for small businesses
to stay open and to be able to
weather this moment, has to be a
priority for anybody taking office
right now, and it certainly is a priority for me.”
Raman said specific plans and
partnerships and how they will
be implemented will soon be
forthcoming. She added that
while citywide issues such as
homelessness and housing will
be a primary focus, community
needs are also important, such as
better mobility, infrastructure
repair and improved quality of
life.
“Quality of life issues affect
every neighborhood in the district. To be honest, I haven’t
heard from a single neighborhood that hasn’t complained
about potholes, that hasn’t complained about street quality or
sidewalk quality, and my hope
is that we can develop a council
office that is really responsive
to those kinds of quality of life
issues and really make sure that
we’re proactive about getting
things fixed,” Raman said.
“That requires developing relationships within City Hall with
departments and department
staff, and I’m committed to
making sure that we build
strong relationships that help us
resolve those problems quickly.
We ran a campaign which
talked about bigger ideas, but I
don’t think addressing issues at
the citywide level or making
policy or thinking about policy
responses for the city as a whole
needs to conflict in any way
with neighborhood services. I
think we can do both really
well.”
Raman also said she has been
and plans to continue meeting
with residents, neighborhood
councils, homeowners groups
and community organizations
over the coming weeks to get to
know them better, listen to concerns and outline her plans. She
will be appearing in the Windsor
Square Association’s virtual
town hall meeting this evening,
Nov. 12, at 7 p.m. To view, visit
windsorsquare.org.
“We’ve already reached out to
neighborhood councils to schedule me to appear and we did that
during the campaign,” Raman
added. “We reached out proactively to community groups and
neighborhood associations of all
kinds and tried to get in front of
them. I did a lot of door knocking
in Windsor Square, so I am excited.”
Until her City Hall office opens,
Raman encouraged constituents
to contact her office by calling
(323)300-4872, or emailing contact@nithyaforthecity.com.
Ryu also wished Raman success, and added that he was
proud of his work in City Hall
and his staff.
“I congratulate my opponent
on her victory,” Ryu said in a
statement. “Having won on a
wave of reform five years ago, I
know how difficult it is to implement change in City Hall. I wish
her success in continuing our
shared goal of reform in local
government and in serving our
city.”

with the two other options both further east on Wilshire Boulevard on
or near Canon Drive.
After unanimously agreeing to
certify the final EIR on Tuesday, the
council voted 4-1, with Councilman
John Mirisch opposed, to accept a
settlement agreement with Metro to
resolve the city’s pending litigation
and jointly develop the second
entrance.
Mirisch, who supported the
Beverly Drive location, said that
Metro should be responsible for the
entire cost and that the second station should always have been part
of the plan.
“I believe it’s a singularly bad
deal for the city … [and] is something that MTA should have included from the get-go,” he said.
City staff has been negotiating the
settlement agreement with Metro
since Feb. 19, 2019, when the council approved an agreement for construction of the Wilshire/Rodeo station as part of Metro’s Purple Line
Extension project.
In voting to support the settlement agreement, the city also authorized that nighttime excavation
work could take place during the
2020 holiday moratorium. The city
had previously authorized a holiday
moratorium on work from
Thanksgiving through Dec. 31.
Station excavation, hauling, material delivery and utility maintenance
are now scheduled to occur from 1
a.m. to 10:45 a.m. through June 30,
2021. However, no work can occur
on Thanksgiving Day, the Friday
after Thanksgiving, Christmas Eve,
Christmas Day, New Year’s Eve and
New Year’s Day, as well as during
any planned city-sponsored events.
According to the city’s staff
report, the cost for the environmental review, design and construction
of the north portal at Beverly Drive
is estimated at $78.5 million with
each party – Metro and the city –
paying half of the cost. Metro also
committed to installing bathrooms
to serve station customers, which
could be included as part of a future
development at the station, the

report further stated.
The Beverly Drive station, as
proposed on the west side of the
street, will include stairs, one “up”
escalator and two elevators. As
many as 14 parking stalls on
Beverly Drive would be removed to
widen the sidewalk to accommodate the portal and optional passenger loading, based on projected
boardings. The Beverly Drive station is the closest to the center of
the Business Triangle, and just one
block east of Rodeo Drive.
“I completely do agree with the
staff’s recommendation for Beverly
Drive. In terms of its proximity to
the business district, I think that is
the best location,” Councilwoman
Lili Bosse said.
In helping to make the determination, consulting firm Keyser
Marston Associates Inc. prepared
an economic impact analysis which
determined that the net economic
benefits were maximized by the
Beverly Drive location; albeit only
marginally among the three locations. The cost for the Canon Drive
location was estimated to be
approximately $68 million and the
cost for the Canon Drive staging
yard location, which is on Wilshire
Boulevard between Canon and
Crescent drives, was estimated to
be $115 million with parcel acquisition.
According to the staff report, the
city received a total of 153 comments on the draft EIR with 26
comments in support of the Beverly
Drive location, three for the Canon
Drive alternative and one for the
Canon Drive staging yard. The
Beverly Hills Chamber of
Commerce also voiced support for
the Beverly Drive location. Of the
comments received, 38 were solely
related to the environmental analysis, with the remainder stating a
location preference and/or commenting on topics unrelated to the
environmental analysis.
“The overwhelming number of
community and stakeholder comments received on the Draft EIR
stated a preference for a portal loca-

LADWP and LAWA break
ground at LAX
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Los Angeles Department of Water and Power and Los Angeles
World Airports broke ground on Receiving Station X on Nov. 4 to
mark an important power reliability project for LAX and the greater
traveling public.
LADWP Board Commission President Cynthia McClain-Hill,
LADWP General Manager and Chief Engineer Martin L. Adams,
LAWA CEO Justin Erbacci and LAWA Board of Airport
Commissioners Vice President Valeria C. Velasco all participated in
the ceremony.
Receiving Station X, the first high-voltage receiving station built in
Los Angeles in 33 years, will support LAWA’s modernization plans
by providing redundant power to all of the airport’s major facilities.
For information, visit ladwp.com or lawa.org.

tion on Beverly Drive,” stated the
report. “While the EIR determined
that the three alternatives do not
greatly differ based on environmental criteria, the Beverly Drive location best meets the project objectives due to its proximity to the center of the Business Triangle and the
fewest required street level pedestrian crossings to access it.”
At the Nov. 10 meeting, Beverly
Hills Historical Society Founder
Phil Savenick, who lobbied for the
Canon Drive half portal, was one of
four people to voice their opinions
during the public comment period
and he used his time to voice his
dissatisfaction with the planned
Beverly Drive station.
“It will only be a series of holes in
the sidewalk. There is no station,” he
said, noting that none of the options
had room for security or sanitary services. “Loading and unloading on
Wilshire will be a traffic disaster, no
matter what you pick.”
After hearing from staff,
Councilman Julian Gold echoed
Savenick’s assessment that the station was essentially a hole.
“I have to say…looking back,
I’m kind of disappointed,” he said,
noting that none of the options really provided amenities for riders,
residents and businesses. “It would
be nice to have a portal that would
include a place to get a cup of coffee, or a place to get a newspaper …
some amenity that’s more than just
having a hole in the ground with an
escalator.”
Mayor Lester Friedman said that
the site had the potential to evolve
in the future and could potentially
accommodate a police substation.
“There is certainly a possibility
that in the future there could be a
joint development with the owner
of that property and the city that
could possibly give us another portal there that would have some of
those amenities,” he said.
Vice Mayor Bob Wunderlich
underscored the importance of making sure that the subway helped alleviate traffic – as opposed to worsening the problem. He advocated for
additional parking for bicycles.
“I also do think that there is a lot of
work that we are going to have to do
before the subway is actually here.
I’m not satisfied with the extent of
how we have studied the traffic
impacts of the north portal being
there. I think we have to study that in
greater depth and we have to figure
out what we’re going to do to mitigate the traffic impacts,” he said.
Construction of the Beverly
Drive location could begin as early
as 2022. According to the report,
construction would require a full
street closure of Beverly Drive
between Beverly Canon Gardens
and Wilshire Boulevard for approximately three years. However, this
timeline would allow the north portal to potentially open in conjunction with the opening of the
Wilshire/Rodeo station in 2025.
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LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that on October 29, 2020, at
8:30 a.m., or as soon thereafter
as the matter may be heard, in
Department 24 of the Los
Angeles County Superior Court
– Stanley Mosk Courthouse,
located at 111 North Hill Street,
Los Angeles, California 90012,
Petitioner Michael Villalpando
intends to apply for an order,
pursuant
to
California
Government Code §§ 6008 and
6020, declaring Beverly Press to
be a newspaper of general circulation for the City of Beverly
Hills and County of Los Angeles,
State of California. Los Angeles
County Superior Court Case
No. 19STCP04891.
PARK LABREA NEWS
FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
STATEMENT
2020162684
The following person(s) are doing business
as algene apartmetns, FRANKEL ORTHODONTICS AND SUPERHERO SMILES
PEDIATRIC SPECIALISTS, 5919 W. 3RD
STREET #1A, LOS ANGELES, CA 90036,
LOS ANGELES COUNTY. SHLOMO S
FRANKEL, 5919 W 3RD STREET #1A,
LOS ANGELES, CA 90036. The business
is conducted by: an individual. The registrant started to to transact business under the
fictitious business name or names listed
herein on N/A. This statement was filed
with the County Clerk of Los Angeles
County on OCT. 14, 2020. NOTICE - This
fictitious name statement expires five years
from date it was filed prior to that date. The
filing of this statement does not of itself authorize the use in this state of a fictitious
business name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state of common law.
(See section 1440 et seq., Business Professions code.

10/29, 11/5, 11/12, 11/19/2020

Now offering 8
different spice blends,
including a set
for the holidays!
• Autumn Warmth
• Poultry Rub
• Home for the Holidays
New packaging & price!
Buy them today &
Spice up your Life!

www.shop.inemilyskitchen.com

Crossword Puzzle by Myles Mellor
Across
1. Boots wearer?
5. Ground cover
10. Goes fast, with Go
14. Enthusiastic about
15. Mazda model
16. Not e’en once
17. Copy cat
18. Ken Lay’s former company
19. De Gaulle alternative
20. Basic foods
23. Set inside
24. Telegraph code
25. “Who ___?” (slangy query)
26. Dunderhead
27. Support
31. Bacchic attendants
33. Heart-pumping exercise
35. B&B
36. Healthy drink
39. Luau treat
40. Masters
41. Defeatist's word
44. Effort
45. Lotion letters
48. Mandela’s org.
49. Roll of dough
51. More ready to eat
53. Fruit found in salads
58. “The Four Seasons'” director
59. Less inept

60. Defense lawyers' adversaries, for
short
61. Requirement
62. Locale for many Stephen King tales
63. Frobe who played Goldfinger
64. Combines
65. Seeing red
66. Mini-whirlpool
Down
1. “Princess” ____, young singer from
Guam
2. Lets out
3. Embezzles
4. A bit, colloquially
5. “The X-Files” extras
6. Drink garnish
7. Modern Maturity org.
8. Showed respect, in a way
9. Yule decorations
10. Tie the ___
11. Type of plane
12. Brush up on
13. Rendezvous
21. Per annum
22. Expression of surprise
28. Watchdog’s warning
29. Very popular star
30. In place
32. Mannerisms
33. Genesis son

34. Ventura County resort
36. Knuckled under
37. Final resting place
38. Foreword
39. Covered, in a way
41. Beach shelter
42. Cries of pain
43. Japanese mats
45. Dug, in a way
46. Kind of firecracker

47. Snowman
50. Prevent
52. Public relations concern
54. In things
55. Et ___
56. Superman
57. Orchard unit
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